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ABSTRACT
The Including "Exceptions" in Schools (IES) Project attempted to develop, implement, and
initially validate a system for educating students with the most extreme dual sensory and other cognitive,
physical, and health impairments in general education settings. The Project developed the Including
Exceptions System (IES) and used the System with 17 students in Oregon, Idaho, and Louisiana over the
Project's three year period. These students were enrolled in six high schools, two middle schools, and
five elementary schools.

The Including Exceptions System was designed specifically for teachers and three key
components with specific strategies and tools for implementing each. IES components address 1)

curriculum and teaching design, 2) students' learning membership, and 3) technical support from the IES
Working Committee of professionals from a diverse range of disciplines whose expertise might assist in
the ongoing problem solving needed to effect changes in the educational experiences of these particularly
challenging students. Use of the System's components was also supported by Project-based liaisons.

Teachers' efforts and outcomes for students were systematically documented using a variety of
quantitative and qualitative methods.

Overall, some improvement was accomplished in the educational experiences of each
participating student. However, .the types and amount of change varied according to the student's

placement. Both quantitative and qualitative case study data revealed that it was most difficult to effect
change in educational experiences for students in intermediate school district self-contained classrooms.
Even though some changes occurred, the overall accomplishments seemed to be more limited by the

setting and the assumptions that the setting seemed to encourage than by the student's particular
constellation of disabilities. This conclusion was further supported by the different patterns of
accomplishments of students placed in school district self-contained classrooms, and especially those
placed primarily in general education classrooms. Even though students in each of these settings were
similarly challenging, the structure, operations and assumptions of each setting constrained or facilitated
what the Project accomplished.
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PURPOSE OF PROJECT

Including "Exceptions" in Schools
Project was to develop, implement,
The purpose of the Including "Exceptions" in Schools (IES)
extreme dual sensory and other cognitive,
and validate a system for education students with the most
A teacher-based system was developed
physical and health impairments in general education settings.
tools for implementing each.

and
that included three key components with specific strategiesWorking
Committee of professionals

Implementation was supported by Project-based liaisons and a
assist in the ongoing problem solving needed
from a diverse range of disciplines whose expertise might
particularly challenging students. Teachers'
to effect changes in the educational experiences of these
variety of quantitative and
efforts and outcomes for students were systematically documented using a
qualitative methods.

Rationale for IES
dual sensory impairments as
The IES Project targeted the population of students who experience
In
many
areas across the country,
well as significant cognitive, physical, and medical impairments.
Even programs that serve students with
innovative programming for such students is unavailable.
practices to these very complicated and challenging
severe disabilities find it difficult to adapt their
teachers continue to find that these most
students (Ferguson & Baumgart, 1991). Despite legal inclusion,
challenging them to define new ones
challenging students do not respond well to current best practices,
produce
meaningful educational outcomes
that remain consistent with best practice values, but that can
Scotti, 1989; Ferguson, 1987; Guess &
for students (e.g. Brown, Helmstetter, & Guess, 1986; Evans &
Thompson, 1991).

is further complicated by our
The challenge these students pose for special education practices
of
students
with disabilities in general
current period of reform, especially with regard to inclusion
the
debates
continue. While some
education classrooms. Even within the special education community,
call for a rejection of separate educational
parts of both the special and general education communities
1994; Ferguson, 1994; Stainback,
environments for disabled students (e.g., NASBE, 1990; TASH,
other voices warn strongly against
Stainback & Moravec, 1992; Brown, et al., 1991; Sailor, et al., 1989),
1993;
Shanker, 1993). Yet for many
such changes (e.g., Fuchs & Fuchs, 1994; Kauffman & Hallahan,
cognitive,
physical and medical
educators, whether general or special, students with dual sensory,
Too many questions remain
impairments are rarely part of the reform and restructuring conversation.
How
will
they
meet school achievement
about these students: What does learning mean for them?
accomplish
for them? Many
standards? Who will see to their care and safety? What should schools
should be expected to accomplish for
educators think there are limits to what we can accomplish, or
to these questions by
these most complicated and disabled students. The IES Project responded
could
be
applied in both selfdeveloping an approach to curriculum, teaching, and membership that
contained special education and general education settings.
developed during the Project, (2) the
This report describes (1) the Including Exceptions System
Project
results and findings, and (4)
procedures for using the System and documenting results, (3)
Project products and dissemination activities.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE IES SYSTEM

This section describes the features, logic, and

components of the System.

IES Features
situations teachers face with extremely disabled
In order to effectively respond to the complex
students, IES was created with the following features.
and materials were constructed
Feature 1: The System is "teacher friendly." IES procedures
they are accessible and consumable by them without
and written from teachers' points of view. That is,
IES is
other university-based researchers. Further,
assistance
of
the
authors
or
the interpretative
participating students, but the 7-30 other students,
sensitive to teachers' responsibility not just for the IES
also manage whether in a special or general
families, programs, and 2-4 classroom staff that they mustfeel that they are required to "steal" valuable
education classroom. A system that requires teachers to
likely to succeed over time for either teachers or
time from other students and responsibilities is not
students.
all perspectives. Much of what makes these students
Feature 2: The System incorporates
involved in their educational lives. While it is
challenging is the sheer number of adults that need to be
all the critical information and skills
impossible for any single educational professional to possesscognitive, and medical disabilities, it is
typically required by a student with dual sensory, physical,
information and skills from the full
almost as impossible to effectively access and integrate necessary
wide array of perspective and expertise is
panoply of involved professionals. Yet, not attending to this
likely to result in a less effective system.
this breadth of professional and practical
The IES Working Committee brought together
problem-solving available to the teacher and related
perspectives, expanding the information and creative
Since all members of the Working Committee were
service personnel directly involved with the students.
collective problem solving could often be more divergent
not directly involved with each student, their
immediate context, As Eliot Eisner has
and creative as they were not constrained by either history or"Researchers are not the ones to provide
said of university-based research and development activities,steps to effective teaching...the relationship
rules of procedures to practitioners; there are no sacred seven
of mutual inquiry and negotiation."
between... the products of research and their use in schools, is one inquiry and negotiation" occurred
(1991, p. 205). It was critical to the success of IES that this "mutual
activities of the Working Committee.
with students' existing practitioner teams through the
problem solving. Despite the need to
Feature 3: The System emphasizes ongoing creative
challenging and complicated students, there
develop effective approaches to the education of these very
do not, for example, have the medical and
is simply a great deal that we as a field do not yet know. We
performance discrepancies these students
educational ability to substantially remediate the very large
1991).
There is also great confusion about
with the most severe sensory disabilities experience (Meyer,(Fredericks & Baldwin, 1987). In the best of
what might constitute appropriate curriculum or instruction
needs will change enough to require
circumstances, when interventions succeed, it is likely that students'
emphasizes
ongoing creative problem
further development and modification. For these reasons, IES
but
in
the
resulting
procedures and materials
solving not just in the design of materials and procedures,
as well.
3

Feature 4: The System is accomplishment based Having students with deaf/blindness
and

other multiple/medical disabilities receive their special educational programming in general education
settings is a necessary, but not sufficient, student outcome. Equally challenging is to develop
curriculum
and instructional programming which builds students' functional competence to-actively participate and
contribute (Ferguson, & Baumgart, 1991; Fredericks & Baldwin, 1987). IES procedures
and strategies
help teachers and support staff use the opportunities available in schools to achieve
both the social
connectedness necessary to social inclusion, as well as the functional growth that will secure durable
social inclusion through participation and contribution.

IES uses five explicit criteria related to curriculum & teaching (Ferguson, 1993)
designed to
apply to all students and programs for students with and without disabilities.
These criteria provided
direction to IES since they are standards that have been previously validated
as descriptive of inclusive
schooling practices for students with severe disabilities (Meyer, Eichinger, & Park-Lee,
1987). These
criteria also served as the basis for constructing IES components and tools. Thus, built into IES
are
information collection procedures which help teachers and other educational personnel make ongoing
decisions about their students' progress in both social inclusion and competent
active participation.
These procedures also produce an ongoing file of quantitative and qualitative
information suitable for
program evaluation.

IES Components & Logic
1ES is organized into two broad substantive components (curriculum/teaching & membership)
each with tools and procedures that have been adapted and adopted from
other demonstration and

research efforts and one procedural component (JES Working Committee). The rationales
for how each of
these components responds to the challenges posed by extremely multiply and medical disabled students
with deaf/blindness are briefly described below, together with the overriding IES logic.

Overarching IES Logic
The IES strategy for avoiding both dependence upon teaching tiny isolated
skills (in the hopes of
building them into a functional repertoire) or a reliance on passive presence (in the hopes
of building
social inclusion), is to ask teachers to think less about adding to students'
behavioral repertoires and
more about increasing opportunities for students to practice their admittedly small and
tenuous current
behaviors in real school and community activities.

Using a "practice abilities" logic rather than an "add behaviors" logic for
teaching does not mean
that teachers will not be building students' skills. Rather, it is a matter of how
teachers frame their
efforts: beginning with practicing abilities is more likely to result in building
skills for students with
extreme disabilities, if skills are to be built at all. It is the practice itself that is
more likely to improve
the consistency and quality of a student's few behaviors, perhaps enough
so that they can then be
elaborated into more complex behaviors. Although students may
never complete a movement entirely
alone, or indicate a choice without systematic pauses, they may begin to actively
contribute to a
movement, or continue a movement they have
been assisted to begin.

In some situations a student's few behaviors might not substantially
change, but physically
supported active participation in real settings can still result in two important benefits.
First, the
student's physical condition and health might be better maintained
as a consequence of physically
supported active participation (joint flexibility and range of motion, for example).
Second, wellconstructed and supported active participation is more likely to enhance the
image of the student in the
4
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involvement. It is this interest and
eyes of nondisabled peers, encouraging peer interest and even
the continued community presence of students with very severe

involvement of peers which will support
dual sensory and multiple disabilities.

example, intervention efforts with
In sum, what little information is available to us from, for
experienced
severe brain injury, suggests that
persons who have severe disabilities, or persons who have
predictable
routine can indeed result in
carefully orchestrated active practice of familiar behaviors in a
Brown & Lehr 1989; Eames & Wood,
improving the consistency and quality of those behaviors (e.g.,
1985).
1984; Smith & Ylvisaker, 1985; Szekeres, Ylvisaker & Holland,

the strategies. Examples of
The rest of this section briefly describes each IES component and
tools and procedures for all the components are included in Attachment 1.

Component 1: Curriculum & Teaching Design.
behaviors" to one of "practicing
The reframing of educational programming from one of "adding
with
a
focus on participation in more
abilities" within the context of familiar daily routines, together
mainstreamed settings, involves three information generating strategies.

This assessment involves
within
school and peer routines.
identifying potentially stimulating and apparently preferred activities routines (Baumgart, et al., 1990;
There are a variety of resources for identifying such activities and
assessment device that has
Falvey, 1989; Ford, et al., 1989; Sailor, et al., 1989), however IES uses an
& Bellamy (1987), and applied not just to
been elaborated from the work of Wilcox & Bellamy (Wilcox
Ralph, in press). The HAI/D
students with severe disabilities, but to all students in schools (Ferguson &
in
their lives both inside and
identifies age-appropriate activities that students currently encounter
derived.
An example summarizing
outside of school from which IEP goals and school schedules can be
information from an HAIM is included in Attachment 1.

Strategy 1: Home Activities Interview/Discussion (HAI/D).

students are "not available"
Strategy 2: Brainstorming Interview Guide. As no;.ed earlier, some
abilities,
sometimes for significant
for learning or practicing their admittedly few and perhaps fragile
sleepiness, or seizures, to
portions of the school day. Sometimes students' unconnectedness, agitation,
other
environmental, time, and
name just four common ways students are "unavailable," are related to
members, and other
physiological factors. The Brainstorming Interview Guide assists teachers, family
this
information
for
potential barriers
school personnel, to pool their knowledge abo,nt a student, analyze
spite
of
such influences.
and strategies about how to maximize opportunities for practicing abilities in
The Guide is included in Attachment 1.

Strategy 3: School Context Analysis Form. This document assists the teacher and team to

condition, teaching formats and other
analyze school and classroom activities, climate, environmental
and challenges for students
features of the day-to-day life of schools that represent both opportunities
Attachment
1) is intended to be
with extreme multiple and medical disabilities. This form (included in
all the dimensions of school
heuristic in natureencouraging teachers to divergently think through
participate.
contexts that might have a bearing on a students' ability to actively
designing and redesigning
The Including Exceptions System also includes three strategies for
multiply
disabled students and
teaching experiences that (a) maximize contact between deaf/blind
educational schedule,
students of other abilities, (b) integrates the provision of health supports into an

that will assist them to
and (c) assists teachers to systematically generate and use information
5

continuously evaluate valued outcomes. These are briefly described here, with supporting documents
provided in Attachment 1.
Strategy 4: Mixed- aFAlity Group Teaching. Teachers' natural tendency is to work individually
with students with deaf/blindness and other multiple and medical disabilities since they frequently seem
to have no peers who are learning similar things at a similar ratethe homogeneous grouping logic most
teachers learned. IES includes strategies for grouping students as much as possible by finding ways for

their learning trials to serve as the antecedent to other group members' learning opportunities (an
overlapping and embedding curricular decision). In this way peers, especially nondisabled peers,
provide the natural stimulation that many extremely disabled students require, while at the same time
freeing the teacher to orchestrate the student's active participation (Ferguson, Jeanchild, Todd, Willis,
Young, Meyer, & Ralph, 1993). The Table of Contents of this module, together with a summary of the
rules and hints presetzted in the module are included in Attachment 1. The written product is also
complemented by a 15 minute video.

Strategy 5: The School Health Support Plan. Many extremely diiabled students require
substantial amounts of related service and health supports in order to participate in school. Too often,
however, and especially in the absence of systematic curriculum and instructional strategies, these
related and health supports can actually become the focus of a student's schooling experience. Thus,
students spend large proportions of their days "having things done to them," usually in isolation, rather
than being supported to actively participate in the general school community. IES includes a planning
strategy for separating health supports from schooling content at both the IEP stage and schedule
developmer.t stage. The format for this plan is included in Attachment 1. Of course, the process of

reframing n. e,dical supports as. supports instead of as the IEP goals and objectives must be supported by
new goals ..'nd objectives that emphasize improving the frequency and quality of the student's abilities
through active practice in natural activities and contexts.

Strategy 6: Ongoing Information Systems. Many teachers report a great deal of difficulty
collecting useful data on the learning performance of students with dual sensory and other extreme
multiple disabilities. Too often conventional data systems only tell the teacher what they already know:

that the student cannot perform the behavior or tasks independently and that their level of performance is
inconsistent over time (see, for example, Far low & Snell, 1989). As recommended by Meyer and
Janney (1989), teachers need new data collection strategies that are more user-friendly and reflective of
the multiple outcomes sought by teachers.

IES includes a student-centered data collection system that generates information on (a) the
approximate number of opportunities students have for practicing abilities across the day and week, (b)
the quality with which they perform in different activities and settings at different times across the day
and week, and (c) the events occurring both within the student and the broader environment
that might be
affecting behavior. Teachers use the resulting information by looking for patterns between the students'
performance of targeted abilities, and the mood, quality, and contextual variables that might be affecting
that performance. This multi-layered analysis allows teachers to make changes in (a) performance
demands, (b) the zudent's schedule, (c) the environmental conditions, or (d) the people working with a
student, all in order to maximize quality practice of targeted abilities. Examples of data sheets
that have
been developed and are currently being used are included in Attachment 1.
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Component 2: Learning Membership
Despite any particular student's abilities and gifts, disabilities or limits, IES is grounded in the

assumption that the purpose of schooling is to enable all

students to actively participate in their

communities so that others care enough about what: happens to them to look for ways to incorporate them
as members of that community. IES includes two strategies for assisting teachers and others in schools
to (a) systematically assess and analyze the student's membership in a variety of school settings and
contexts, and (b) seek ways to invest them with more personhood in those settings and contexts.

Strategy 1: The Student Membership Snapshot. This observational tool assists teachers to
collect information about any student's membership in any school situation. The user first collects
information on the broad context in terms of what students and adults are doing, how they are grouped,
and the general patterns of activity over time. Then the tool directs the user to collect information on
what the targeted student is doing, and with whom over the same period of time. The comparison of
these data assist adults to evaluate whether or not the student's interactions and activities are fostering
membership in the setting or not. The form and instructions for use are included in Attachment 1.

Strategy 2: Membership Making Activities. This brief document includes three heuristic
activities for helping teachers think more divergently and creatively about how they might facilitate the
membership of any student in a group of peers. The document is also included in Attachment 1.

Component 3: IES Working Committee
The challenges presented by students with deaf/blindness as well as other multiple and medical
disabilities require a broad range of professional perspectives in order to maximize the likelihood that
their complexity might be penetrated enough to design effective learning experiences that are image
enhancing and foster active participation. Yet most schools, and even many districts, do not enjoy this
range of professional perspectives among their employees. At the same time, it would be laborious and
time inefficient for individual teachers to independently have to seek out these additional perspectives
and expertise.

The IES Working Committee brought together a breadth of professional and practical
perspectives, expanding the information and creative problem-solving available to the teacher and related
service personnel directly involved with the students. Since all members of the Working Committee were
not directly involved with each student, their collective problem solving could often be more divergent
and creative since they were not constrained by either history or immediate context. Although the
Working Committee was project-based for this demonstration effort, by the end of the period, project
staff assisted in the development of locally-based Working Committees to function similarly once the

grant ended. Like the project-based committee, these local committees meet once or twice a month.

Liaisons are identified from each student's individual team to bring issues and questions to the
Committee for brainstorming.

7
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IES PROJECT DESIGN
The Including Exceptions System was developed and used in Oregon, Idaho and Louisiana with a

total of 17 students. This demonstration resulted in the revision and improvement of the System as
described above. Students were involved in the project for varying lengths of time, some for a little as
one year, others for three years. For all students, comprehensive case study data were collected. Analysis
of these data are reported in the section on Project Results and Findings.

Case Study Approach
We chose a case study approach for several reasons. The first is simply that the challenges IES
students presented required a maximally flexible and responsive research approach in order to best serve
and inform the field (Patton, 1975). Above all, we wanted our research to be useful. A further reason for
C it approach is that the truly idiosyncratic nature of these students' impairments (Holvoet, 1989) made it
impossible to rely upon traditional measurement procedures, and discouraged us from exclusive attempts

to identify predictable cause and effect . relationships which could then he generalized to identical

situations. Instead, we sought ways to help teachers leain to recognize similarity but not identity (Eisner,
1990) as they struggled to use "fuzzy data" to improve schooling outcomes.

The use of the case study as a research tool is less a question of methodology than of use. The
case study, or the in-depth examination of one person, setting, or example (Shulman, 1988) is a tool
which avoids the prior commitment to any theoretical model (Van Maanen, Dabbs & Faulkner, 1982).
The case study is also extremely flexible and versatile. Case studies can be used within a single research
methodology as well as across multiple methodologies. Our use of the case study approach involved the
collection of both qualitative and quantitative data within an overall interpretivist research approach.
Our aim was to validate our understanding of "what happened" when teachers used the IES System
through the systematic exploration of multiple perspectives, theories and data. We sought to not only
achieve an improved educational experience for student participants, but to explain, as theoretically as
possible, why outcomes for each student were achieved or not achieved. In this way, we hoped to create
explanations and resources that others could use to think about their unique contexts and students,
learning from the experiences of others through careful attention to the particular (Eisner, 1990).

Case Study Data Sources
A comprehensive set of case study data were collected for each student by the Project Liaisons.
These Level 1 case studies involved data from a variety of sources and documents. In addition, a smaller
number of students participated in Level 2 case studies that generated even more in-depth data. Table 1
summarizes case study questions and data sources by Level. Table 2 also provides additional description
of Pi eject generated data sources. Supporting data collection documents are included in Attachment 2.

Table 1: IES Case Study Questions and Data Sources
Research Questions

Sources
LEVEL 1

Students:
Student Demographic Guide
Liaison Visit Guide
Accomplishment Rating Form
Student Information System

Do students' abilities change?
Do physical integration improve?
Does student learning and social membership improve? How?
How does the students' participation change?

Case Narratives

1

School Personnel/Parents:
Do teachers independently use IES?
What are the patterns of difficulties teachers face?
How do different adults see their roles?
Does curriculum and teaching change? How?
How are health needs and educational programs integrated?
How do teachers make decisions regarding these students?
Haw do parents and teachers communicate?
What do their communicate about?
What are the roles of other adults in the students' educational program?
How do other students and adults perceive the students?
i

Student Demographic Guide
Liaison Visit Guide
Accomplishment Rating Form
Student Information System
Case Narratives

1

IES Working Committee:

i

1

What ideas and strategies are produced in Working Committee meetings?
Who are the members of the Working Committee and what expertise do they bring?
What processes does the Working Committee use to make decisions?
How does the Working Committee assess it's functioning, its impact, and any need for change?
Does the Committee make changes in how they are composed or operate?

Working Committee Log
Meeting Minutes

LEVEL 2
Students:
Student Demographic Guide
Liaison Visit Guide
Accomplishment Rating Form
Student Information Systems
In-depth Interviews
Observations
Case Narratives

s

Do students' abilities change?
Do physical integration improve?
Does student learning and social membership improve? How?
How does the students' participation change?

School Personnel/Parents:

t

Do teachers independently use IES?
What are the patterns of difficulties teachers face?
How do different adults see their roles?
Does curriculum and teaching change? How?
How arc health needs and educational programs integrated?
How do teachers make decisions regarding these students?
How do parents and teachers communicate?
What do their communicate about?
What are the roles of other adults in the students' educational program?
How do other students and adults perceive the students?

Student Demographic Guide
Liaison Visit Guide
Accomplishment Rating Form
Student Information Systems
In-depth Interviews
Observations
Case Narratives
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Table 2: Description of Data Sources
of statements that reflect hypothesized direct and indirect
Accomplishment List. (Attachment 2) This list of 23 items is composed

Attachment 3).
effects of IES upon an individual student and his/her learning environment. (see Table 4 and

activities.
Accomplishment lists were filled out quarterly for each student using data collected as part of the day to day IES
used
to
summarize
the
effectiveness
of
the
system
for
students
The resulting pattern of accomplishments met/not met were
be
within and across quarters. Although unanchored in a strict psychometric sense, the accomplishment list appears to
sensitive in capturing patterns of change for students with complex programmatic requirements.

materials from the IES
Accomplishment Rating Form (Attachment 2). This form provided a framework for organizing source
in filling out the Accomplishment List. Each quarter, Liaisons rated

internal documents in a way that facilitates their use
each accomplishment based on data collected in other internal documents. If an accomplishment was clearly met, it
If the information was missing,
received a score of "plus." If it clearly was not met, it received a score of "minus."
the
accomplishment
was
scored
with
a
"0".
unclear, or ambiguous for any reason,
in conjunction with liaison visits, including specific
items.
After
each visit, the Liaison used notes made on the
questions designed to allow scoring of accomplishment list
These
fieldnotes were later analyzed to generate
of
the
visit.
Visit Guide to complete a longer narrative or fieldnotes

Liaison Visit Guide (Attachment 2). This tool probed the learning environment

annual case narratives for each student.

information about curriculum, student support
needs, school/classroom resources, school and student schedules, and community/school educational opportunities.
Specific questions were designed to generate information about specific Accomplishments. These data also became

Student Demographic Guide (Attachment 2). This tool was used as a guide to gather

integrated into annual case narratives for each student.

Committee. For each student, each liaison
presented their case based on information being generated on other internal documents and as a consequence of their
ongoing discussions with teachers and other educational support staff. The log also recorded recommendations that
resulted from the Working Committee's discussion for each student case presented. Over time these recommendations
Finally the
were also systematically followed up as a standing agenda item for subsequent Working Committee meetings.
items
and
actions
related
to
the
Project,
but
that
might
not be
Log also recorded other Working Committee discussion

Working Committee Log (Attachment 2). This log recorded the work of the Working

specific to a participating student.

Data from all the above sources were analyzed and summarized in annual case study narratives for each student.
These narratives each followed the same outline that required description of major changes, major challenges, as well as
the identification of metaphors that characterized the experience of the student and the teaching staff for that period.

Case Narratives.

IES Participants
Seventeen students participated in the IES Project during the three year period. Table 3 provides
more specific information about each of these participants.
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Table 3: IES Student/School Descriptions
Student
Peter*

Description

Demographics

This student is described as having profound mental retardation, is non-ambulatory,
has significant vision impairments, and has a severe seizure disorder. Previous to
the 1989-90 school year he had been bussed 45 miles away. During the 1989-90
and 1990-91 school years he spent all day in a self contained setting. During the
1991-92 school year he was placed with the 6d, grade class. Coordination of Peter's
program and communication about his support needs provided a challenge for the

Age: 12
Grade: 7
Placement: 7th

School: Middle School
Location: Rural
Project Involvement: 6 Qtrs

6th grade team. His program was often fragmented. They were introduced to a
"practicing abilities" logic midway through the year. The team as a result had Peter
practice using his hands, orienting to voices, and keeping his head up in the context
of class activities. During his 7th grade year he attended Science, Social Studies,
Language Arts, and Integrated studies. He completed class projects, assisted the

teachers with passing out and retrieving instructional materials, and worked in
cooperative learning groups.

Jake

Age: 13
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Middle School
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 3 Qtr

Jake, new to the project this year, nearly drowned five years ago, and as a result,
has multiple disabilities. He is legally blind, is profoundly cognitively impaired,
and often seems to be in pain. He cries very loudly at times, and it is difficult to
comfort him. He does not like to he touched, but seems to tolerate positioning and
physical therapy. He seldom smiles or shows any emotion, and it is hard to tell how
much he is aware of in his environment. He does not like to hold or grasp items.
He attends choir class, and seems to enjoy the music aid the activity, and
sometimes will turn his head in response to voices.

Thomas

Age: 6
Grade: K-1-2
Placement: K-1-2
School: Elementary
Location: Rural
Project Involvement: 3 Qtr.

This student, new to the project this year, is described as having profound mental
retardation, a severe seizure disorder, is non-ambulatory, and is significantly vision
impaired. An assistant is assigned to him to support his participation in class. Five
specialists provide related services during the school week. He is able to look up
and stay focused on a speaker, grab things, and occasionally move his wheelchair
during transitions. Discussions began to start using a IES Working Committee
approach to supporting the teacher to reduce the number of adults in the classroom
and the amount of information the teacher had to incorporate in her instruction and
curriculum.
.

Jimmy

Age: 9
Grade: 4

This student is described as having severe and multiple disabilities. He has low
muscle tone. He is considered functionally blind, is non-ambulatory, has little
control over his arms and hands, and has difficulty keeping his head up. He is tubefed outside of school. Jimmy was in a self contained special education room when
he became involved with the project. He was transferred to a nursing home closer to
his home halfway through the firtt year. He was placed in a 3'd grade classroom.
He moved up with his peers and teacher from Grade three in September. As the
class has become more experienced in extending membership and sharing learning,
Jimmy has become a more active participant by raising his arm to indicate "yes",
moving his head, and reaching for things on his tray.

Placement: 4th

School: Elementary
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 6 Qtrs

Cate

Age: 15
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: High School
Location: Urban
Project Involvement:: 4 Qtrs

This students records identify her as profoundly mentally retarded, legally blind,
and as having Rhett's Syndrome. She experiences constant seizure activity, and her
physical condition is gradually deteriorating. She is attended at home and school
by a full time nurse. She is assigned to a special education class, and she has been
in three schools in !bur years Her participation in classes outside of the special
education class fluctuates, depending upon her special education teachers'
perceptions of her. One of her middle school teachers enrolled her in general
classes, the other one didn't. Her current teacher lets the nurses make decisions
about her school participation.
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Student

Demographics

Description

Amanda

Age: 16
Grade: Ungraded
Placement Special Education
School: High School
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 7 Qtrs

This student is described as profoundly mentally retarded, dual sensory impaired,
and non-ambulatory. When Amanda first started with the project she was ability
grouped during all of her activities in the special education classroom and she was
often out sick mainly due to respiratory ailments. The health assistant was also
responsible for attending to all other educational and support needs. Over time the
teacher found that she was out sick less often(acclimated to being in school with
other kids). The teacher also found that it was easier to group her with morn able
students who would be able to support her. She has spent time in general
education classes like choir, home economics, and pottery off and on over the past
three years.

Nanny

Age: 14
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: High School
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 7 Qtrs

This student is described as having profound mental retardation and dual sensory
impairment She spent the majority of her day in groups with students who had the
same abilities in the special education classroom. Over the past three years her
involvement in heterogeneous groups has increased to five. She has had a job in the
cafeteria, spent time in pottery, and industrial arts, and goes with the special
education class on field trips. Students and Adults find her pleasant to be with but
concede that they are not sure why she is in school.

Slim

Age: 21

Although it is not always apparent, Slim experiences constant seizure activity and
is taking three different medications to control the seizures. K. ileeps for long and
unpredictable periods of time, is very susceptible to respirato , ...fections and
pneumonia. He is labeled profoundly mentally retarded and attends a special
education class. He walks unsteadily, but usually uses a wheelchair, pushed by
peers or adults. Slim attended a weight training class, but often slept when he was
there. He misses a lot of school because of illness. He has been in three schools in
three years, and recently moved to a new group home . Slim's life is characterized
by instability. No one has time to get to know him well.

t

Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: High School
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 8 Qtrs

II

Sissy

Age: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Elementary
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

This student is described as a student with severe mental retardation and dual
sensory impairments. Sissy's teacher is a seasoned teacher who admitted that she
had never worked with a student who was so complicated. She attended school for
a half a day. As the teacher became more familiar with Sissy, she began allowing
her to spend time with peer tutors and in the 4`11 grade.

KS

Age: IS
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Middle School
Location Urban
Project Involvement: 4 Qtrs

KS has been labeled profoundly mentally retarded. She is legally blind, has
cerebral palsy which has limited her physically, a.t1 experiences frequent seizures.
She likes to be around people, and smiles often in response to voices, and certain
words that she seems to understand. She has limited movement of her limbs, but
will hold objects when they are placed in her hands. She lives in a group home, and
comes to school six hours a day. She lived previously in an institution and did not
attend school. This year she is attending a Jazzercize class with two other students
from her special education class, and goes to lunch with her class. She also
participates in a general PE class.

Abbey

Age: 9
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Elementary
location: Urban
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

Abbey who is six years old is described as having spastic cerebral palsy with severe
cognitive disabilities. She is nonabulatory, cannot bear weight and has orthopedic
splints on her heels. She turns to visual events but not to auditory stimuli. She can
reach and hold onto objects. The teacher in her classroom was on a one year
assignment making it difficult for her to make any dramatic programmatic changes.
She is tube fed at home at certain times of the day. As a result she attended school
three hours a day.

Kim

Age: 12
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Middle School
Location: Rural
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

Student is described as being multiply handicapped and having Cerebral Palsy.
Kim's teacher described Kim's partial participation and support in activities as
taking away from more able students' opportunities to learn. She has reservations
about even having her in her class. Kim was placed in a homeroom midway
through the year. Her HR teacher described her as verbal, aware, attentive, and
alert. She has requested to have her in class next year because she feels she will be
able to involve Kim more now that she knows her.

I

I
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Student
Brad

Fl

Description

Demographics
Age: 15
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: High School
Location: Rural
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

Megan

Age: 7
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Elementary
Location: Rural
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

Heather

Age: 9
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Elementary
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

Student is described as multihandicapped and as having Cerebral Palsy. Brad's
teacher initially expressed feelings that students deserve to be at the Hish School
and need to do worthwhile things but was unsure about what they can do. As the
year progressed she began to express more confidence in being able to take care of
Brad's physical and health maintenance routines as well as understanding how his
physical characteristics affect his learning.

Student is described as multihandicapped. Initially, Megan's curriculum was built
by strictly translating IEP objectives onto a task sheet and building a schedule from
that. She began attending a rd grade class midway through the year from 1:302:45. She participated in social living, art, music, and/or PE activities. she
practiced making choices, showing awareness of others, indicating pleasure in
activities, and holding objects in her hands.
This student is described as having Multiple handicaps and Cerebral Palsy. She is
also legally blind. Heather started off the year with receiving community based
training once a week, music once a week with the 4th grade class, and went to
assemblies with the 4d' grade once a month. the teacher was having difficulty
connecting these experiences into a cohesive program for Heather. As the year
progressed she began identifying abilities she could practice throughout his
schedule. Data was collected connecting a "practicing abilities" logic with Etr
activities.

I

I

Brian

Age: 9
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Elementary
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 3 Qtrs

Karen

Age: 19
Grade: Ungraded
Placement: Special Education
School: Hig h School
Location: Urban
Project Involvement: 4 Qtrs

This student is described as having multiple handicaps and Cerebral palsy. Brian is
extremely aware and interested in his environment and peer activities. Brian
seemed bored and uninterested in his programs. Data illustrated that this behavior
was more prevalent in quiet places. Efforts were made to increase his presence in
general education classrooms where there was more happening.
Student is described as being severely mentally retarded and as having Rheas
Syndrome. the classroom she was assigned to had a large number of students with
significant cognitive and health impairments. The teachers focus was mainly
maintaining the health supports for each of the students.

I

All names are pseudonyms
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IES RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Overall, some improvement was accomplished in the educational experiences of each
participating student. However, the types and amount of change varied according to the student's
placement. Both quantitative and qualitative case study data revealed that it was most difficult to effect
change in educational experiences for students in intermediate school district self-contained classrooms.
Even though some changes occurred, the overall accomplishments seemed to be more limited by the

setting and the assumptions that the setting seemed to encourage than by the student's particular
constellation of disabilities. This conclusion was further supported by the different patterns of
accomplishments of students placed in school district self-contained classrooms, and especially those
placed primarily in general education classrooms. Even though students in each of these settings were
similarly challenging, the structure, operations and assumptions of each setting constrained or facilitated
what the Project accomplished. This section briefly summarizes these differences.

For each quarter students were involved in the Project, staff collected a wide variety of case
study information. Once each quarter these data were examined and used to prepare an Accomplishment
Summary. Every three quarters these Accomplishments Summaries were expanded by individual case
narratives that captured each student's experiences, accomplishments and ongoing challenges. This
section first reports the Accomplishment Summary information for all participating students. Then we
report an analysis of all 17 case study narratives in five composite vignettes.

Accomplishment Summary Data
Students were involved in the project for varying lengths of time, from 2 to 5 quarters. Student
data were summarized both individually and according to their placement in one of three classroom
contexts (general education, school district self-contained special education and intermediate school
district self-contained classroom). There were three students in general education classes for a total of
13 quarters of data, seven students in school district classrooms for a total of 24 quarters of data, and
seven students in Education Service District (ESD) classrooms for a total of 23 quarters of data. Table 4
presents the total number of quarters each student was involved in the project, and the number of quarters
for which they received a positive rating on each accomplishment.
Table 4: Accomplishment Summary
Accomplishments
Students won't be excluded from school.

MK
3 qtrs

Karen
4 qtrs

Peter
3 qtrs

Kim
3 qtrs

Sissy
3 qtrs

Nancy
5 qtrs

Megan
3 qtrs

KS

3

4

3

3

3

5

3

2

Students will attend general school during the
same hours as same age peers.
The assistant working with the student will
also interact with other students in a teacher
role.
Teachers will identify student's abilities and
opportunities to practice those abilities in the
context of typical school/community activities.

15

2 qtrs

Table 4: Accomplishment Summary

3 qtrs

Karen
4 qtrs

Teachers will make or request change in
information systems to get information on
student's abilities and opportunities to practice,
and relationships between patterns of practice,
mood and other contextual events.

2

0

Teachers will use the information sheets two
times a month to make decisions/changes (e.g.,
changes other than those on actual information

2

0

2

Accomplishments

MK

Peter

Kim

3 qtrs

3 qtrs

Sissy
3 qtrs

5 qtrs

Megan
3 qtrs

KS
2 qtrs

Nancy

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

I

3

3

2

5

3

2

0

3

1

3

5

0

Students will be active participants in
heterogeneous groups of other learners.

1

0

0

0

3

1

0

Teachers will write Activity Based IEP's in
collaboration with other team members

3

I

I

3

0

0

3

Teachers will use IES strategies with nonproject students.

0

.3

0

0

1

0

0

0

Health outcomes are embedded in educational
schedule.

3

0

3

3

0

2

0

2

Student's health care needs will be taken care

3

3

0

0

0

1

0

1

Teacher/staff will report feeling increasingly
satisfied with individual student outcomes.

2

I

3

0

3

4

I

1

Families will report satisfaction with their
child's goals and their involvement with the

2

1

I

0

3

I

0

0

1

2

3

I

I

3

0

I

.

systems).

Teachers maintain schedules for students that
include a range of school/community activities
with a variety of people.

Teachers will teach heterogeneous groups of

2

learners.

.

of in Nivacy, and in places in school/
community where other students' health and/or
physical needs are taken care of.

school.
II

Topics and contents between teacher and

2

family interactions will expand beyond
health/safety to program and social activities.
Student's physical condition and health will be
maintained (muscle strength and endurance,
joint flexibility, range of motion, etc.) as
appropriate to his/her impairment.

2

2

2

2

3

2

I

I

Other students and adults in the school
environment will express positive changes in
attitude (breadth and depth).

0

2

3

0

3

3

2

0

There will be an increase in interaction.

I

3

3

0

3

0

1

0

There will be an increase in integration.

2

1

3

0

1

I

1

0

Student will experience less inactive
"downtime" in school.

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

Table 4: Accomplishment Summary
,

r

MK

Accomplishments
Student's abilities will improve so that they
initiate and contribute to movements more
frequently and for greater duration, as
appropriate to their impairment.
Teachers will report more satisfaction with,
access to and use of resources available from
related service/resource people.

Peter

Kim

3 qtrs

Nancy

3 qtrs

Sissy
3 qtrs

Megan
3 qtrs

3 qtrs

Karen
4 qtrs

2

2

1

2

0

0

1

0

I

3

2

0

3

1

1

1

5 qtrs

KS
2 qtrs

Overall, eight of the 23 accomplishments received more than 50% (+) when scores for those
accomplishments were summarized across all three contexts. (See Figure 1). Four accomplishments
(1,3,7,8) scored 50% (+) across all three settings, and four accomplishments (12,14,17,18) received more

than 50% (+) across 2 of the contexts. (See Figure 2). Two of the accomplishments (6,11) received
more than 50% (-) across the three contexts and two accomplishments (6,20) scored more than 50% (-)
across two contexts. (See Figure 3).
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Figure 1: Accomplishment Summary
Totals across all contexts(Gen /ESD /SD)
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Figure 2: Accomplishment Summary of Positive Ratings
Across Contexts (ESD/SDIGEN)
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Figure 3: Accomplishment Summary of Negative Ratings
Across Contexts (ESDISD/GEN)

On 15 of the 23 accomplishment measures, there were more accomplishments met by the
students in the general education classrooms than in ei' her the school district or ESD classrooms. The
number of accomplishments which scored over 50% + ,n each context were: 13 in the general education
classrooms, 10 in the ESD classrooms, and 6 in the school district classrooms. Students in the general
education classrooms also received fewer minus scores than students in the other two contexts. Four
accomplishments (2,6,10,11) received more than 50% - in general education classes, five (5,6,11,20,21)
in ESD classes, and six (2,6,11,13,19,20) in school district classes (See Figure 3).

Student Outcomes
For 12 of the 17 students, data across the 23 accomplishments showed an increase in
accomplishments met from the first term they were involved in the project to the last. Increases ranged
from 1-8 accomplishments. For three students, the number of accomplishments achieved decreased
during their participation in a range of from 1-5 accomplishments. This decrease does not necessarily
mean that a previously met accomplishment was later not met, implying some reversal, or lost ground.
Liaisons rated each accomplishment quarterly by examining data from liaisons logs, student information
systems, and other case study sources. If an accomplishment was clearly met, it received a score of
"plus." If an accomplishment was clearly not met, it received a score of "minus." However, inforrnation was lacking, unclear, or ambiguous, a score of "0" was entered. In this situation, a positive rating
might become an "0" rather than a minus resulting in an overall decrease in accomplishments met. Yet
the reason that information was missing or ambiguous might be because the student was absent for much
of the period, because of some new issue not yet adequately resolved, or for any number of other reasons.
In other situations, the rating of "0" or even a "minus" might occur if change did not continue in the
desired direction. For example, each of the 3 students whose ratings showed a decrease over time
showed early gains in the categories of increased interaction and increased inclusion, but over time, these
two accomplishments were negatively rated, nct because the students experienced less interaction and
inclusion, but simply because the amount of interaction and inclusion did not continue to increase.
For three students, the number of accomplishments achieved remained the same from beginning
to end. For all students, there were fluctuations across terms during the course of the project, and initial
and final accomplishment summary scores do not reflect higher and lower scores which might have
occurred in between. Twe,:-.ft students' data reflected an immediate rise in positive rati
in the first

rating period they were involved in the project. Of these twelve, eight students' ratings show a
subsequent fall in ratings, creating an interesting "bubble effect". (See Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Accomplishment Summary for 7 students
In School District Classrooms
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Figure 4: Accomplishment Summary for 7 students
In ESD classrooms (continued)
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Figure 4: Accom plishment Sum mary for 3 Students
In General Education Settings (continued)

We think that these data show that the Project had an initial strong and immediate effect on
student outcomes, but that, for several reasons, the impact did not always continue at the same intensity
across time. When teachers first became involved, they made changes that were easier and also received
a lot of support from project staff. Additional changes were often thwarted by larger systemic issues
that were more difficult for teachers to change. When project staff spent less time supporting teachers in
certain areas, such as data collection and analysis, the teachers had more difficulty finding the time to do
the task alone.

Accomplishments Met
The average increase in accomplishments met for the three students in general education
classrooms was three accomplishments per student. In school district classrooms, the average increase
for the seven students was four and for the seven onclents in ESD classrooms, increases averaged five
e students started at the beginning of the project.
per student. We believe that this reflects, in Fa' t,
more accomplishments already achieved than
Students in general education classrooms began v,
students in other classrooms with whom we were able tc make more changes. We also w Irked fewer
quarters with the students in general education settings, rfli there was simply less time to make changes.
Nevertheless, accomplishment data showed that student n general education classrooms practiced

abilities more in more typical activities, received inst.

on in heterogeneous groups more often,

experienced an increase both in interactions with typical pt.e., and in inclusion in general programs, that
their abilities improved more and they initiated more, ,ind that their physical condition and health was

well maintained. Students were much more likely CI be learning members in general education
classrooms than in self-contained classrooms.
22

The only accomplishment which scored higher in ESD classrooms than in general education and
school district classrooms was that teachers wrote activity-based IEPs more often. This makes sense, in
that it is typically the teachers in self-contained classrooms, or special education consultants who write
student IEPs, often even for students in general education classes. Project efforts did help improve the
quality of these IEPs. The fact that general education teachers do not typically have sole re ponsibility
for writing IEPs is the likely reason for less accomplishment in these contexts.

Accomplishments Not Met
Although we believe strongly that students' experiences in the general education classrooms
were qualitatively better, and that there were fewer negative scores in this context, what remained to be
changed was more systemic (like who writes IEPs and the hours students attend school) and therefore
more difficult to change. Often what was left to change was a school's or district's approach to issues.
Not surprisingly, in school district and ESD self-contained classrooms, low scores indicated students
were not experiencing either great increases in inclusion or interactions with typical peers, and in ESD
classrooms, students st;11 experienced more "downtime" than in other settings.

Teacher and School Outcomes
Accomplishments Met
Four accomplishment statements (1,3,7,8) which scored greater than 50% (+) across all three
settings reflected improvement in teacher and school outcome measures. Specifically, educational
assistants who worked with project students also worked with other students in the classroom, becoming
supports to the classroom and the teacher rather than "velcro" people attached to the project student,
thereby creating a barrier. Also, in all three settings, teachers designed schedules that included .a wider
range of school and community activities with others, and also taught more heterogeneous groups of
students, in which the project students were included. Accomplishment statements receiving greater than

50%(+) across two settings (12,14,17,18) showed that teachers were generally more satisfied with
student outcomes, and that teachers expressed positive changes in attitude in other adults in the school.
Additionally, in the general education settings, teachers included project students in more activity based
instruction where they had more opportunities to practice their abilities. In ESD classrooms, teachers
wrote more activity based IEPs and reported more satisfaction with their use of resources from related
service people. (See Figure 2)

Accomplishment Statements Not Met

Two accomplishment statements (6,11) rated more than 50% (-)across all three settings.
Teachers did not use the information systems that project staff helped them create to make decisions
about curriculum or teaching as consistently as expected. In most cases, teachers liked the information
systems, and they, or their staff, used them faithfully to collect information about student progress. They
found the information useful, but only if project staff assisted them to summarize and analyze the data .
The most frequent comment was that they didn't have enough time to do it themselves. Teachers also did

not seem to use IES strategies with other non-project students, but in most cases, this was not a
reflection of a lack of generalization, but rather that there were no other students in the class to whom the

specific IES strategies applied.

(See Figure 3) In some ways, this reflects a more appropriate

heterogeneity than we had anticipated in teachers' classrooms. All too often, very challenging students
are grouped together and we had anticipated only working with one or two such student in any one
classroom. As it turned out, even self-contained classrooms typically had only one very multiply
23
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disabled, dual sensory impaired student, although there were frequently students that presented other
kinds of quite difficult challenges.

Interim Case Study Narrative Themes and Findings
Although the accomplishment ratings provided a relatively straightforward and concrete picture
of Project results, there was much more in-depth information available from the case study narrative
generated annually. These summary documents included all the fieldnote, and interview data collected
as well as the quarterly accomplishment ratings. For the Level 2 case studies, data also included in-depth
interviews with teachers, family members, and other school personnel.
The purpose of these case study narratives was not just to provide more detail than that obtained

from the accomplishment summaries, but to provide an explanation of those data. Why were some
accomplishments met and others not met? What was the pattern, if any, of what was being accomplished
in different settings? When things were difficult to accomplish, what strategies seemed to help or not
help? By asking these broader, more open-ended, and interpretive questions, we learned a lot more
about inclusive education, and the need for systemic change. It a so helped us realize just how and why
improving the educational experiences of students with very severe dual sensory, multiple, and medical
disabilities has a lot less to do with their specific disabilities and a lot more to do with the assumptions
and practices associated with where they are placed for schooling.

This section briefly presents some of these larger findings first by summarizing five overriding
metaphors for how the interim case study narratives depicted students' experiences of school, then by
describing the two large classes of barriers we identified as contributing to these experiences. A more
complete account is available in Ferguson, Willis, & Meyer (in press).

Students' Experiences of Schooling
An Orchid Among the Dandelions. As an exotic orchid stands out among dandelions, so does
fifteen year old Cate stand out among her middle school classmates. It is not her stylish outfits, or her
large deep brown eyes, that proclaim her rarity. Neither is it her love of loud music, shopping, or being
at the center of classmates' activities. In these ways she is a typical adolescent. Nor is it the fact that
Cate uses a wheelchair, relies on others to speak for her, to interpret the look in her eyes and her tiny
subtle movements. It is not even that she needs help eating, has seizures that need to be counted, and
takes medications throughout the day. It is instead how her district, teachers and other people in school
define her.

Cate is one of 10 students in a "special skills classroom". She and her classmates don't know
what grade they are in though they are the same ages as all the grades in the middle school. Their
teacher is not a district teacher, but one provided by a county agency which contracts with the district to
provide special services for students with severe disabilities. The students in Cate's class come from all
over the area, standing out as a band of "outsiders" in this school. As a group, they are the dandelions in
the school flower garden, except for Cate. She is separately tended by the nurses, hired by her mother,
who accompany her to school. From the privacy of the home economics room, the nurses keep a constant
eye: watching her respirations, skin color, temperature, and nutrient intake; administering medications;
caring for her hygiene; changing her position; wiping her mouth. Like an exotic orchid, she is braced so
that she grows straight. A nurse is never far from her side, creating a mythology about her fragility,
tending to her as a gardener with a hot house flower, creating a barrier fir both students and staff.
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This year Case ventured out of the hot house a few times to band and art classes. In art the nurse
sat at the back of thi class, letting the seventh grade students support Cate to paint a Christmas mural,
draw a landscape, and make a ceramic plate. These other students began to see Cate inside the
cellophane of protection the nurses had helped to create. Polly Michaels, Cate's teacher, admits that the
presence of the nurses provides great relief: she lets them take the lead. The nurses are the master
gardeners for this rare species of flower, the ones with the special knowledge that keep her alive and
well.
They seem to possess a magic that others cannot share. Polly Michaels, bound by rules
established outside her teacher-domain, and busy elsewhere, doesn't actively challenge them.

She's Everyone's Barbie Doll. "The hot house flower" is one metaphor for how school people
come to see students with multiple disabilities, but there are many more. Sometimes, students like
Nancy become everyone's Barbie Doll. Nancy is dressed in pretty coordinated clothes. She's quiet and
pleasing to be around, cute, with pretty hair. Her days are filled with going along with the crowd: to PE,
field trips, the dance, the wave pool, art class. She's "plugged in" to groups where she seems to fit.
Other kids in her high school get to know her through the peer tutoring program, choir class, and
woodworking class. Some of her classmates are aloof: "No one wants to hang out with someone who
doesn't do anything!" But many other classmates take her along everywhere they go, help her to do
whatever they are doing, and think of her as someone who is interesting to have around. Interesting, but
not really someone who has a role, an opinion, a social place, or the same reason for being in school.

The Pickup Game. Peter's experiences in school are more like being in a pickup game. In a
pickup game of basketball at the local park or court, generally the players do not know each other.
Everyone just shows up to play and after awhile you get to know not so much the people as their ballplaying talents: That one's a good outside jumper. She can really "jam" a basketball. He's an awesome
ball handler. No one plays like a team and everyone has a different idea about how to get the ball into
the hoop. Lots of good things can happen in a pickup game, like in Peter's life at his rural
middle school.
Peter is doing more things in more'places in school with more people than last year, if you look across

his whole experience. Day to day however, he is "passed off " from one teacher or specialist to the next
who execute their own plays, each having a different idea about what he should be doing in the
game of
school. No one knows very much about the others' plans, and they almost never coordinate the play, but
Peter has a bunch of teachers and specialists working hard doing what they each know
best, making the
best moves they can. Peter ends up experiencing all kinds of things he has never encountered before
with all kinds of classmates who come to see him as a real player.
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The Perpetual Tourist. Slim is one of Tammy Crenshaw's students. A quiet young man with
unruly light brown hair, dark brown eyes and an unhurried air, this is his first
year at Western High. He
attended special class at Eastern High last year, but his parents were not happy with the
program and
requested that he be moved to Western High. Few of the students at Western know Slim.
Not only is he
new to the school, but he does little to call attention to himself, and because many of the general
education classes are not considered appropriate for him, he spends a lot of time in Room
28. Sometimes
he attends a weight training class. He has a school job recycling paper and another picking
up and
delivering messages from the office. Twice a week he goes to the grocery store nearby to
return pop
cans or make small purchases. Most of his activities, however, do not involve students outside Room 28.
Slim is also older than most of the students at Western High. He does not have a group of
friends, and never meets students who participate in sports or attend after school
activities. It's not that
he wouldn't enjoy being more a part of the school community. It just
never occurs to anyone to include
him. Tammy Crenshaw and her staff do what they can to increase his visibility
and membership, as well
as that of the other students in Room 28, but sometimes they grow tired of what they feel
is a losing
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efforts and most folks question the rationale for
battle. There are few in the school who understand their
down the hall, he is generally ignored by the
including Slim and "other kids like him." When Slim walks
and then, pats him on the back and slips him a
students and faculty except for the custodian who, now
piece of candy.
life and classes of Western takes time for
Ms. Crenshaw knows that Slim's participation in the
slide given all the other students, all equally
thought and planning. Planning that is all too easy to let
schools, Slim spent a lot of time sitting
challenging, for whom she is responsible. In past years, in other
either adults or students, probably because he
in a chair with no teaching and little interaction from
simply tolerated the inattention, quietly.

the past two years
Unpredictable arrivals and departures are characteristic of Slim's life. During
because of a medical complication, he moved
he has attended two different high schools and this spring,
home in a different town. So he is about
from the group home where he had been living to a new group
school district: his third in three years. Of course, it's
to move to yet another high school in a different
for Slim. He doesn't protest and, in the short run, any
easy to make these sudden and unsettling changes
Rarely does the conversation consider changing the
move can seem like its in Slim's best interest.
of his frequent moves, people never get to
current situation; moving always appeals more. Because
school, at home, in the community. No
know Slim very well. Everyone changes with each move at
in a culture that never really understands him.
matter where his travels take him, he seems a foreigner
offer, to try to accommodate him by sharing
There's never time taken to learn from the lessons his visits
that incorporate him.
the culture, or to assimi!ate him by starting new traditions

in any group is a complicated
John as a Learning Member of Science Class Membership when that group creates a shared
social phenomenon. Any of us only becomes a member of a group
of John's experiences learning to make
definition that includes usas in the following description
present in Science class, but has both valued social
waves in Science class. John is not just physically
classmates and teacher. The group has created
and learning roles defined and facilitated by his
illustrates these various roles.
membership for John as a friend and as a learner. This scene

the rest of the class as they all return
John's friend Joe is pushing him in to the classroom along with
happen next. There are three wave
confusion
about
what
is
going
to
from the library. There is some
tanks, other kids are talking with
tanks along the window. Some kids walk over to look at the wave desks. Jeffry tries to get John
each other, some doodle in their notebooks, or just sit quietly at their
had been practicing this with John in
to grab and throw a ball. I found out later that Jeffry
preparation for next week's 6th grade field days.
but nothing happens until she repeats
Ms. Green asks the class to settle down and sit at their seats,
desk and sits down while Ms. Green
the direction for the third time. Joe pushes John next to his
will be two activities. Half the
begins to introduce the oceanography lesson. She explains that there
will
later make up a mural in the
class will work individually drawing underwater animals that
will form groups of four and answer questions about the
hallway. The other half of the class
this explanation, John's head rests
movement of waves and currents in the wave tank. Throughout
him
to
pay
attention
and I hear her tell Joe, "I guess
on his tray. Leah shook him several times to get
he doesn't like science."
start drawing sea creatures.
Ms. Green points to the left side of the class and tells students to
and
markers, and pencils. She
Students begin moving around in search of large pieces of paper,
them
to gather around the wave
pointed to the right side of the class where John is seated and tells
"It is time to work now, we're going to the wave tanks." Ms.

tanks. Joe shakes John and says,
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Green gives each wave tank group a worksheet. One student in the group takes responsibility for
moving the water with a block of wood, another for writing down what happens as prompted by the
questions on the worksheet. Still another student moves the jetty in the water to different locations,
while the fourth student keeps time and serves as the group "encourager." The first couple of
minutes in each group involves the parceling out of these different roles and tasks.

In John's group, Joe says he'd like to move the jetty. Paul offers to be the scribe and Jennifer asks
to move the piece of wood. Paul counters that maybe John can move the wood and a little debate
results until Jennifer agrees to be time keeper. After a moment or two of thought, Jennifer suggests,
"I'll help John make the waves." John raises his head.

Joe moves the jetty on a small sand bar in the wave tank while Paul reads the first question:
"Describe what the sand does under the jetty after the waves hit it a few times." Jennifer helps John
grab onto piece of wood and helps him move his arm in slow, sweeping movements. "The sand is
coming out from under the jetty," Paul exclaims. John looks at Paul and smiles.

These five kinds of experiences begin to capture the real challenges these students pose for
school personnel. John is not somehow "less" disabled than Cate, Slim, Peter or Nancy. Still their
experiences seemed to us less complete or satisfying in some ways. Even though there were good things
about their schooling and learning, there still seemed to be something missing. In exploring the data for
explanation, we identified two large categories of barriers that we found particularly resistant to change:
perspective barriers and context barriers

Perspective Barriers
"He doesn't do anything." "Her brain is full. She has reached her learning potential. I cannot
teach her any more." " They are too fragile to try much with them." "They don't really learn." "They
will likely never have a future that is able to contribute anything." These are all sentiments we have
heard from teachers. Indeed, taken together they represent a prevailing perspective which influences
how school "works" for these most complicated students. Even when teachers try to be innovative and
creative, the challenges can be so great that the various assumptions of this prevailing perspective
dominate, sometimes in interesting ways.

This prevailing perspective, held by professionals in education at all levels, includes popular
ideas about the nature of teaching and learning (e.g., the addition of new skills), ideas about students'
ability and competence, and the values we hold about human diversity. What we found is that most
people still think about these students as having no skills or abilities, that they are unable to learn, that
they will never contribute to society, that they are scary because they are sick and dying, that they use
too many of the scarce resources available for too little gain. Often, the student was viewed as their
disability, and not as an individual.
This perspective largely determined the student's placement Despite efforts to include more and
more students with disabilities in the rhythms and activities of general education, students with extreme

multiple disabilities are assigned more frequently to separate schools or, at best, self-contained
classrooms in public school buildings. We think this pattern of separation continues for some of these
students because they are less likely to make demands, sitting quietly and passively wherever placed. In
the busy, sometimes even chaotic, school environment, quiet passive students risk being ignored, even
forgotten, especially by teachers who struggle to manage the demands of other, less passive students.
4
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tend to pose not just
In sum, students with very severe multiple and medical disabilities
hard
for
schools,
and teachers, to meet.
personal, but resource, time, and logistical challenges that are
involved in our
Fifteen of the seventeen students
As a consequence, both teachers and students suffer.
able to help one student's family return him
project were in these classes. During the first year, we were
in a general education classroom.
to his home community where he has since attended school

Context Barriers
ratings were not changing or even
When situations seemed "difficult" or accomplishmentprevailing perspective or the student's
slipping, we began to look for other explanations besides the
only the student we focused on that
unique needs. We realized in a number of situations that it was not
structure and assumptions for everyone in the
was experiencing a difficult time. Sometimes the very
three such
classroom created a barrier to the learning accomplishment of all its members. We identified
classroom and the "drowning" teacher.
situations: The "summer camp" classroom, the "problem kid"
typically very active, with lots of
The "Summer Camp" Classroom. These classrooms wereclassroom and in the community.
the
activities in which students participated, both in and out of
with
something to do. But as we watched,
Everybody followed a busy schedule with every minute filled
this activity than the activities themselves. Learning
we realized that learning was less the point of all
information was rarely gathered. The
objectives might not even be identified and student performance
busy
and have a good day. Typically all
"point" of the summer camp classroom seemed to be to stay
might attend music, art, PE, the
this activity involved only special education students. While some
larger school community seemed only
lunchroom, or other special school events, these forays into the
particularly
related to ongoing learning
something different, but not
another activity on the agenda
and growth.

of the teachers of selfThe "Problem Kid" Classroom. While we were pleased that most
and
contained classrooms only had one or at most two students with very extreme multiple, medical,
disproportionate number of other kinds of
sensory disabilities, we found that they also often had a
students had very
challenging students and some were not as "quiet." Indeed, some of these other
and
controlled
the life of the
behaviors that all too often dominated

challenging, and hard to ignore,
willing to work with them ,
classroom. Teacher who are "good" with challenging students, or at least
populated with "exceptions."
tend to get them. Their classrooms become disproportionately challenging behavior, end up
Unfortunately, some of these students, especially those with very
but more quiet
demanding most of the teacher's attention, leaving the student who is just as challenging,
and passive to languish while other's are attended to first.

disabilities typically find
"13 rowning" Teachers. Students with very severe multiple
able to invest the time or
themselves in self-contained classroom situations with teachers who are not
Sometimes
this
teacher
limitation is only an
attention in their programs that they might wish.
Other
times it is more a
unfortunate reality of having too many needy students for anyone to support.
have too many
limitation of teacher ability, crec:ivity, and energy. The teacher may be new or may
In one classroom we visited, 15
resource people or other adults to try to coordinate and work with.
various sorts, and
different adults (educational assistants, consultants, psychologists, therapists of
It
doesn't take very
university researchers) regularly came and went, driving the teacher to distraction.
tasks and conversations that
long for some teachers to begin feeling so overwhelmed by all the "extra"
simply try to agree with
"support"
staff
access
to
their
room,
or
they
they either stop allowing other
28
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everyone so they Dave as quickly as possible. Regardless, the situation tends to neither serve teachers or
their students well.

In

Suni

It is an unfortunate perception when students with multiple disabilities are seen as: (a) requiring
mostly care, not education or teaching; (b) needing to be "stimulated" to respond so that maybe learning
can occur sometime in the future; and (c) their disability rather than as a young woman, a child, a boy or

a man. These perceptions are rooted in a long and checkered cultural history of perceptions and
assumptions about people with dramatic differences, as well as a substantial professional history of
treatment and practice. Nevertheless, more often than not Slim, Nancy, Peter, Cate, and many, many
others experience school on the fringe: barely tolerated and barely understood except by a tiny minority
that rarely succeed in making their interpretations dominant. John's experience is much less frequent.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND IMPACT

1
The IES Project was operated through six objectives. Four of these involved the development,
implementation, and validation of the IES System. The remaining two addressed plans for evaluation,
management and dissemination of project information and products. Table 5 briefly summarizes the
status of each objective and activity by the end of the project period, incorporating design changes made
along the way.

Table 5: Status of Each Objective and Activity at End of Project Period
PROJECT STATUS

OBJECTIVES
1.0

Develop materials and procedures for planning
and supporting students with extreme sensory
and multiple disabilities in general education
settings.

1.1 Develop initial planning tools and procedures.

During the duration of project the following planning
tools were developed.
Individually Tailored Education Report (ITER)
School Health Support Plan
School/Classroom Observation Guide
IES Topical Interview Guide
School Membership Snapshot (SMS)
School Planning System (SPS)

1.2 Develop ongoing observation, interview, and
performance data tools and procedures.

Over the duration of the project the following research
tools were developed:
Liaison Visit Guide
IES Demographic Guide
Teacher Interview Guide
Parent Interview Guide
School Membership Snapshot (SMS)
IES Accomplishment Log

.

1.3 Revise IES materials in response to pilot data,
experience and working and advisory
committee recommendations, and collect in a
module.

2.0 Pilot programming in inclusion procedures with 8
students in Year 1.
2.1 Select students and teachers for pilot cycle.

6 students and 5 teachers were selected for pilot cycle.

2.2 Design individual information and management
systems for each student.

Individual information and management systems were
developed for each student.
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Table 5: Status of Each Objective and Activity at End of Project Period
OBJECTIVES
2.3 Provide ongoing support and assistance.

2.4 Analyze pilot data and prepare 8 case study
reports.
3.0 Develop training procedures for using IEP
programming and inclusion procedures.
4.0 Test IES planning and inclusion procedures with 24
additional students/teachers in years two and
three.
4.1 Select and train teachers to use IES
established training procedures and revised
versions of IES materials.
4.2 Collect, summarize and analyze Level 1 Case
Study data on 8 pilot and 24 additional
students.
L

4.3 Collect, summarize and analyze Level 2 Case
Study data on 4 pilot and 8 additional
students.

PROJECT STATUS
.IES project staff provided 72 hours of support to 5
teachers.
Case study reports written in Year 2 & 3.

Planning tools and procedures developed and revised
upon recommendations of working committee and
teachers.

.

IES planning and inclusion procedures were tested
with 13 additional students in 12 schools. Project staff
wrote thirteen case narratives which includes
information about:
student
context
people involved with the student
a chronological description of school year
events
student outcomes
teacher outcomes

4.4 Collect summarize and analyze Level 3 Case
Study data on 2 pilot and 3 additional
students.
4.5 Prepare a book length monograph that
describes all IES procedures, training and
support strategies, and reports Levels 1, 2,
and 3 Case Study data.

Book chapter completed and in press. Planning
additional chapters.

5.0 Summative evaluation of project activities:
5.1 Evaluate educational experiences of students
with extreme disabilities.

Accomplishment data for student, teacher, and context
outcomes were collected and summarized for all 19
students.

5.2 Evaluate physical integration and social
interaction of students with extreme
disabilities.
5.3 Evaluate IES training and technical assistance
procedures.

5.4 Evaluate IES materials,

Project staff summarized and evaluated training and
support procedures according to barriers, method of
support and outcomes. Project staff provided 410
hours of support over the duration of the project.
Teachers and working committee provided ongoing
feedback about IES materials.

6.0 Manage project activities.
6.1 Plan and update project timelines.

All project timelines were evaluated and updated
during weekly project meetings.

Table 5: Status of Each Objective and Activity at End of Project Period
PROJECT STATUS

OBJECTIVES

6.3 Ensure participation of under-represented
groups.

Staffing was established and maintained over the
duration of the project.
Project exceeded all University Affirmative Action
Guidelines

6.4 Establish and maintain a project advisory
committee.

IES Working Committee met monthly to advise project
staff about project activities.

6.5 Summarize and disseminate project activities in
reports, presentations and professional
publications.

Project activities and results disseminated at local,
state, national, and international conferences and
workshops.

6.2 Establish and maintain project staffing.

6.6 Report to project funders.

Throughout this demonstration project, project staff in schools created a variety of opportunities
to extend the impact of the project through (1) teaching activities (e.g., inservices, workshops, institutes,
and presentations), and (2) development and dissemination of products and publications. Table 6
summarizes Project related teaching activities and Table 7 describes products completed or in final
preparation.

Table 6: 1991-1994 Workshops and Courses
"Marrying School Reform and Inclusion." Taught by Dianne Ferguson at the ARC of Ohio Training Institute, Aug. 19, 1994.
Columbus, Ohio.

"How can research help us to reach the goal of one society for all?" Panel discussion with Dianne Ferguson as Chair.
Participants: Dr. Marten Soder, Sweden; Dr. Rannveig, Traustadottir, Iceland; Dr. Thakur Hari V. Prasad, India; Dr.
William Rowland, South Africa at the INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE: BEYOND NORMALIZATION TOWARDS
ONE SOCIETY FOR ALL, June 3, 1994. Reykjavik, Iceland.
"From normalization, mainstreaming, and integration to supported community membership: The path to educational inclusion."
Presented by Dianne Ferguson at the INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE: BEYOND NORMALIZATION TOWARDS
ONE SOCIETY FOR ALL, June 1, 1994. Reykjavik, Iceland.
"Do you see what I see? Exploring perspectives about disability." Presented by Dianne Ferguson at the SEVERE HANDICAPS
ALLIANCE FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION (SHAPE) 94 CONFERENCE, May 18, 1994. Edmonton, Alberta Canada.

"So what's an inclusive school?" Presented by Dianne Ferguson at the SEVERE HANDICAPS ALLIANCE FOR PUBLIC
EDUCATION (SHAPE) 94 CONFERENCE, May 19, 1994. Edmonton, Alberta Canada.

"What is the point?: Some thoughts on intervention and membership." Presented by Dianne Ferguson at the VISION &
STRATEGIES FOR INCLUSIVE EDUCATION CONFERENCE, March 5, 1994. Atlanta, Georgia.

"The IES Working Committee: A strategy for regulating adult traffic flow in general education classrooms." Presented by
Christopher Willis and Dianne Ferguson at THE OREGON CONFERENCE, February 5, 1994. Eugene, Oregon.

"What in the world do I teach these kids?: Tailoring curriculum for all learners." Presented by Dianne Ferguson, Cleo Droege,
Gwen Meyer, and Ginevra Ralph at THE OREGON CONFERENCE, February 5, 1994. Eugene, Oregon.

cl ssrooms together." Presented
"Learning together, working together: Preservice and inservice educators designing inclusive
by Dianne Ferguson, Gwen Meyer, Gincvra Ralph, and Chris Willis at THE OREGON CONFERENCE, February 4, 1994.
Eugene, Oregon.
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Table 6: 1991-1994 Workshops and Courses (continued)
"Curriculum and instruction: supporting students in inclusive schools."

Presented by Dianne Ferguson. MAJOR

CONFERENCE, OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. November 19, 1993. Cincinnati, Ohio
"Policy issues: Certification practices and how this could be played out differently." Presented by Dianne Ferguson as part of a
Specially Organized Session on Personnel Preparation at the 1993 TASH ANNUAL CONFERENCE. November 4, 1993.
Chicago, Illinois.

"Why integration doesn't work: Dimensions in the reaction of 'bubble' and 'velem' kids." Presented by Dianne Ferguson as part
of a specially Organized Session on School Inclusion at the 1993 TASH ANNUAL CONFERENCE. November 4, 1993.
Chicago, Illinois.

"Building capacity for change: A higher education strategy for preparing teachers for inclusive schools." Presented by Dianne
Ferguson with Philip Ferguson and Ginevra Ralph at the 1993 TASH ANNUAL CONFERENCE. November 5, 1993.
Chicago, Illinois.
"Inclusive schools." Presented by Dianne Ferguson with Virginia Roach and panelists from Colorado, Oregon and Washington
at the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION 1993 ANNUAL CONFERENCE. October
23, 1993. Portland, Oregon.

"Celebrating Diversity, Ed 503." Taught by Dianne Ferguson, Ginevra Ralph, and Christopher Willis. Three Day Summer
Institute, August 9-11, 1993. Boise, Idaho. .
"Supporting Students in Inclusive Schools." Taught by Dianne Ferguson, Gwen Meyer, Lysa Jeanchild, and Mary Dalmau.
Week Long Summer Institute,

July 19-23, 1993. Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Supporting Students in Inclusive Schools." Taught by Dianne Ferguson, Gwen Meyer and Lysa Jeanchild. Week Long
Summer Institute,

July 12-16, 1993. Hillsboro, Ohio.

"Supporting Students in Inclusive Schools." Taught by Dianne Ferguson and Eileen Rivers. Three day Summer Institute, June
22-24, 1993. New Orleans, Louisiana.
"Inclusion: What It Is and What It Isn't." Taught by Michael Young. ARC CONFERENCE, May 30, 1993. Bend, Oregon

"Getting on With It." Taught by Dianne Ferguson. MARYLAND COALITION FOR INTEGRATED ED, March 27, 1993.
Baltimore, Md.

"How to Move From a Stump to a Plus Without Going Ballistic." Taught by Ginevra Ralph, Michael Young, Chris Willis and
Gwen Meyer at the OREGON CONFERENCE, Feb. 4, 1993. Eugene, Ore.

"Curriculum Day at Obsidian Middle School." Taught by Dianne Ferguson OBSIDIAN MIDDLE SCHOOL, Dec. 5, 1992.
Redmond, Ore.

"Getting a Little Help From Your Friends: Using the Working Committee Strategy to Improve School Inclusion of Students
with the Most Severe multiple and Medical Disabilities." Taught by Dianne Ferguson, Michael Young and Christopher
Willis at the 1992 TASH ANNUAL CONFERENCE, Nov. 19, 1992. San Fransisco, Calif.

"Teaching Diverse Groups of Learners."

Taught by Chris Willis at the OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

INCLUSION CONFERENCE. Nov. 6, 1992. Portland, Ore.

"Achieving Active Participation for Students With The Most Severe Disabilities". Taught by Gwen Meyer at SPECIAL SHOW
'92, August 7, 1992. Little Rock, Arkansas.

"Changing With the Times: Finding new Roles in Today's Changing Schools." Taught by Dianne Ferguson at CLACKAMAS
ESD, May 22, 1992. Portland, Ore.

"Achieving Balance: A Systematic Approach to Teaching Diverse Groups of Students".

Taught by Dianne Ferguson at

ANCHORAGE SCHOOL DISTRICT SPECIAL EDUCATION/RELATED SERVICES CONFERENCE, March 27, 1992.
Anchorage, Alaska.
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Table 6: 1991-1994 Workshops and Courses (continued)
"Including Exceptions: A System for Educating Students with Dual Sensory Impairments and Other Extreme Disabilities in
General Education Settings." Taught by Lysa Jeanchild and Chris Willis at the 1991 ANNUAL TASH CONFERENCE,
Nov. 22, 1991. Washington. D.C.
"Heterogeneous Group Instruction: Rules and Hints for Teach;ng Diverse Groups of Students." Taught by Lysa Jeanchild and
Anne Todd at the 1991 ANNUAL TASH CONFERENCE. Washington D.C.

Table 7: IES Products

Status

Product

Title
The Way it is Suppose to be:
Collaborative to Improve
Communication for Two Students with
Severe Disabilities.

Research Study

completed

Moments of Meaningfulness: A Case
Study of Student Membership.

Doctoral dissertation

completed

Conversations with Conversationalist:
Observing the Seeds of Change

Masters project

completed

Widening the Stream: Ways to Think
About Including "Exceptions" in

Book chapter

in press

Article

in progress

Five Individual case narratives

completed

Schools.

Myths, Fallacies and Gossip

For further information we have prepared this final report in two versions. One includes all the

draft and published products mentioned in the report. The other does not. If you have received the
shorter version without attachments, you may secure any of the mentioned products in their entirety
directly from us at:
Schools Projects STP
1235 University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403-1235
email: diannef@oregon.uoregon.edu

phone (503) 346-5313
TDD (503) 346-2466
(503) 346-5517
fax
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ASSURANCES
In accordance with the federal dissemination requirement (20 U.S.C. 1409 (g)), we have mailed this
report (without Attachments) to the following:
Washington, D.C. 20007
HEATH Resource Center
One Dupont Circle, Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20036-1193

Northeast Regional Resource Center
Trinity College
Colchester Avenue
Burlington, Vermont 05401

National Clearinghouse for Professions in
Special Education
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22314

.,,;;;:iSouth Regional Resource Center
Florida Atlantic University
1236 North University Drive
Plantation, Florida 33322

National Information Center for Children
and Youth with Disabilities (NICHY)
P.O. Box 1492
Washington, D.C. 20013-1492

South Atlantic Regional Resource Center
The Ohio State University
700 Ackerman Road
Suite 440
Columbus, Ohio 43202

Technical Assistance for Parent
Programs Project (TAPP)
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University of Oregon
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114 Porter Building
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Child and Adolescent Service
System Program (CASSP)
Technical Assistance Center
Georgetown University
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Great Lakes Area
Regional Resource Center
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ESS: School Development System Page 12

Quality/Value 5.0

and referenced to family
Individual student's experiences of the curriculum are age-appropriate
and community.
Family and community referenced assessment.

5.1

student's ability and
.:e-ngoing assessment information collected' by "teachers and other staff documents eachand outside of school.
;aitivities':1Ypically
engaged
in
by
age
peers
both
inside
competence to partiCipate in
and formati as
esiment information also dOetuniiits student and family preferences regarding learning content
building.
the
lesson,
classroom,
and
school
Well' as students' use of their learning beyond

Negotiated curriculum design.

5.2

goals, and materials
Teacher teams develop, adapt, enrich, expand, overlap or otherwise tailor curriculum aims,
for each student in response to family-and community-referenced assessment information.

53

Transition planning and learning history.

Each student's school record includes plans for moving from one teacher or school to the next and a curriculumbased learning history completed roughly every three years and at entry or exit form any particular classroom or
schooL Documents in the record include information on:

Growth in student's participation and competence in the activities of are-peers in school, at home, and in
a.
other parts of community life.
The learning content, curricular approaches, learning formats, and work habits that have been most
b.
successful in building helping the student acquire the deals and knowledge to support competent participation in
the life of the school and community.
The student's role and participation in school life including leadership, contributions, and friendship
c.
patterns.
Issues and priorities in planning the student's accommodation and surreys in the next school environment.
d.

45
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Activity-Based Assessment Summary for Jimmy
Overall, the picture we get of this student's at,i'ities. interests,
& participation in:

Ideas, priorities, preferences, cautions, tasks

Personal Management

Indicate 'ye::" when staff, teachers or students ask him about a
choice of foods to taste.

1

Assists with AM routine by lifting his arms.
Raises hand to indicate 'yes-.

carry materials or items in a basket attached to chair during
cooperative learning exercises, cooking activities, and science
experiments

Sits with classmates during lunch.
Orients head toward speaker.

Develop a picture schedule for Jimmy so that kids in the class
become more aware of his schedule so they can support him
inure naturally.

Assists with cooking activi.les using switch to activate

Assist Jimmy with developing a scrapbook that friends can use
to get to know him better.

appliances.

Uses a 13 hour drip feeder
Uses a wheel chair

Change Jimmy's meal times so that his school day could be
estended

Needs to be positioned throughout the day. Ile cues a slander
2-3 times a day.

Get a name stamp so that he can send cards or letters to
friends and family.

Leisure

Listen to radio. CD. or cassette player.

Jimmy is very animated around his 3rd grade classmates.
Enjoys being the center of attention.

Can'be pushed in road races

Go with hiother and sit at the base of the tree
Jimmy likes to he outside where there is a breeze

(hi on field trips with classmates
Jimmy enjoys going to the store.

Jump rope by tieing one end 01 the rope to his chair while a
classmates turns it

Participate in recess and Pli actisities.

Du art projects

Attend sporting and cultural events
Give Jimmy an allowance to go to the store with friends.
I lelo with class-newsletter
Jobs & Chores

Care for class pet

Jimmy hasn't had much of an opportunity to do any class jobs
except to carry materials on his tray from one part of the
classroom to another.

('lean up personal area like his classmates
Run school errands and make deliveries

Take books back to the library
I leip with class recycling
Try to have each of these activities done with his classmates
instead of adults.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

a

Brainstorming Interview Guide
Question 1:

What are all the things that might be having an impact on this student's learning,
performance, moods, and behavior? Consider the following possibilities:

Home Events and Conditions

School Events and Conditions

Medications
Interactions with parents and family

Interactions with teachers and staff
Interactions with peers
Interactions with other folks
Food intake/diet changes
Sleep in school

Interactions wit neighbors and visitors
Food intake/diet changes
Sleep - amount, interruptions
Sickness - colds, flu, infections, etc.
Changes in schedule and routine
Changes in equipment and devices
Changes in weather and seasons
Other

Sickness

Reaction to visitors/strangers
Changes in schedule and routine
Room/school temperature
Reaction to environmental noises
Reaction to people noise and activity levels
Changes in equipment and materials
Other

Moods and Behavior
General mood
Alertness
Muscle tone
Posture
Asleep/awake/drowsy
Active/inactive

"Agitation"

Sounds/noises
Random movements
Eyes open/contact/focus
Responsiveness to sounds
Responsiveness to sights

Crying/moaning/whimpering
.
Self-stimulation
Self-injury
Seizures

Breathing rhythm and quality

Question 2:

What explanations or "hunches" do we have about how these conditions, moods, events, and
activities relate to each other?

Question 3:

What 2-3 (or 4-5) behaviors are we most energetically trying to focus on this student being
able to use more frequently and consistently?

Question 4:

What are our current teaching efforts and how might we consider changing them?
Consider:

Schedule of activities
Amount of time and balance of teaching efforts across the day and week
Groupings
Range and features of environments used for teaching
Teaching prompts
Current information systems
Communication strategies

Things tried at home

School Context Analysis Information

School

Overall layout.

Possible places to teach

(classrooms, office, cafeteria, hall areas, auditorium, etc)

Types of classes/courses (age/grade, cross age/grade, computer, art, events,
school jobs, music/choir/band, school /community
partnership activities, school/grade fieldtrips, etc)

Personnel

Curriculum &
Teaching

Reform/Restructuring
status

(number of new things being tried, degree of common
vision /commitment among faculty, leadership
involvement, fan- "/community involvement, level of
energy/ enthusi. m/ frustration, etc)

School Schedule

(periods/classef., lunch, recess, homeroom; schedule for
"specials;" block schedules, etc)

Physical Layout

(size of rooms, availability of small teaching spaces, places
for privacy, storage spaces, stairs/elevators/ramps, amount
of light, variations in heat, overall noise level, etc)

School resources

(counselor, PT/OT, speech therapist, classroom assistants,
peer teaching programs, nurse, psychologist, vice principal,
TAG teacher, Chapter 1 assistants, etc)

Classroom resource!:.

(class size, available assistants, team teaching/planning
patterns, etc.)

Approach & Formats

(lecture, demonstration, large/small group, cooperative
learning groups, experiment/activity-based, mixed/same
ability groups, outcome-based, etc)

Materials & Resources (published curriculum texts, teacher-created materials,
home/community materials, computers, audio/visuals,
student created materials, use of community
members/families as experts, use of other spaces/places in
school & community, etc)
Student evaluation
approaches

(memory tests, demonstrations, exhibitions, portfolios, selfassessment, cooperative group assessment, single criterion
grading systems, individualized criterion grading system,
rubrics, etc)

Elementary/Secondary Systems:
Supportive Education for Students with Disabilities

Module 2b:
Achieving Balance:
Strategies for Teaching Diverse

Groups of Students

Editors:

Dianne L. Ferguson
Lysa A. Jeczrzchild

Anne Todd
Christopher Willis
Michael Young
Gwen Meyer
Ginevra Ralph

Achieving Balance
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Achieving Balance:

Strategies for Teaching Diverse Groups of Students
Some Essential Rules and Helpful Hints

Rule #1:

Maximize variation across student characteristics along three
general dimensions:
1.

2.
3.

Behavioral abilities
Communication abilities
Performance abilities

Hint #1:

Balance your teaching attention across the day and week.

Hint #2:
Hint #3:

Balance students' roles within the group.

Rule #2:

Maximize positive interdependence.

Hint #1:

Plan teaching content that is 'elated and that everyone in the

Balance teaching formats, locations and materials.

group values.

Hint #2:

Balance student and teacher interactions within the lesson by
"scripting" the flow so that what one student does is a reminder for
another student to do something.

Hint #3:

Arrange positioning, tasks and materials to encourage group
cooperation and problem-solving.

Rule #3:

Maximize student learning by using effective teaching strategies.

Hint #1:

Support individual learning by giving help and feedback based on
students' performance.

Hint #2:

Keep the group focused and together by clarifying expectations,
using "behavior checks."

Hint #3:

Collect student performance information that helps you make
decisions about what to change.
5.4

School Health Support Plan
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School Membership Snapshot
Observation Instructions

1.

Observations can occur in general ed or special ed classrooms. They can occur as part
of a regularly scheduled project visit. Schedule observations directly with teacher whose
classroom you will be in. Whenever possible, schedule directly with general ed teacher
if observation is during a general ed class. Make sure you have most current version of
form, pencils, and watch set for correct time intervals.

2.

When you arrive at the school, view the target student's IEP to jot down the written
objectives for the class you are going to observe (i.e. 3rd grade math, health in the
special ed class, etc.).

3.

When you arrive in the classroom, greet teacher and get information on GENERAL
CONTENT/TASK and HOW LONG ATTENDED (how many weeks the student has
been attending this class). Then find an observation station and get acquainted with the
classroom. Next fill in DATE, OBSERVER, SCHOOL ID, STUDENT ID, TEACHER ID,
SAMPLE #, WHO'S TEACHING, SETTING, and TIME IN.

4.

Start watch.

5.

Note the CLASS ACTIVITY (on the front of the form) and RELEVANT IEP OBJECTIVE
(on the back of the form) for the first time interval.

6.

Next, mark the best descriptor(s) within each of the following categories. Think of the
categories as focusing your observation starting with the general classroom or big picture,

gradually zooming in on the target student and what's happening from his/her
perspective, and then widening back out to the big picture.

A. WHAT'S GOING ON: This is a picture of what's happening in the classroom as a
whole. So note the following categories as they pertain to the general classroom
GROUPING, ACTIVITY STRUCTURE, COHORT ACTION;
B. HOW S(HE) DOES THINGS: This is a picture of how the target student is participating
in the classroom. So note the following categories as they pertain to the target student
TARGET ACTION, ACTIVITY SIMILARITY, GROUPING;

C. WHO DOING THINGS WITH: This is a picture of who the target student is being
instructed by and interacting with. So note the following categories as they pertain to the
target student
INSTRUCTOR, STUDENT-ADULT INTERACTION, STUDENT-PEER INTERACTION;
D. OTHER THINGS GOING ON: This is a picture of other important aspects of the general

classroom or activity that help explain what is happening.

So note the following

categories about these aspects
SETTING MOOD, and any COMMENTS.
7.

Once finished recording information for the first time interval proceed with regular project
activities or observations.

Observation Instructions 3

School Membership Snapshot
Category & Term Definitions
WHAT'S GOING ON

What is the prevalent grouping arrangement in the classroom?
Grouping
students are working as a single group, adult(s) is teaching all students as
all class one unit.
students
are working it groups larger than five.
>5 3-5 - students are working in groups of three to five.
students are working in groups of two.
pairs students are working individually with adult(s) or individually at desks.
1:1 /independent
What is the general format of the lesson at this point?
Activity Structure
students are being actively guided
guided instruction/cooperative learning through the class activity individually or in
cooperative groups by adult(s). Adults
are using a facilitative format rather than
a

directive format (see

lead/demonstrate).
lead/demonstrate - students are being shown as a group, how to perform or being lead
through the performance of an activity occurring at the moment or
during this class period.
students are being asked or being given answers to verbal questions
ask/answer by adult(s).
students
are being directly instructed by adult(s) verbally, visually, or with
lecture media.

observe/self-instructed -

students are directing themselves through activity, with
teacher at desk or moving around room in an observing,
evaluating, or providing feedback.

What type of observable behavior(s) is a selected comparison student
involved in as compared to other students in the room?
behaviors indicating engagement in activity or response to others
active: match that match (are similar to) the behaviors of the group.
behaviors indicatir , non-engagement in activity or non-response to
passive: match others that match (are similar to) the behaviors of the group.
active:not match - behaViors indicating engagement in activity or response to others
that do not match (are not similar to) the behaviors of the group.
passive:not match- behaviors indicating non-engagement in activity or non-response to
others that do not match (are not similar to) the behaviors of the
group.
behaviors
that are Inappropriate" for the setting and activity, those that
disruptive cause the student to "stand out" from the group.

Cohort Activity

Observation Instructions 5
WHO DOING THINGS WITH
(Note: for each of these categories, if more than one person provides instruction to or interacts
with the student during a time interval, mark all descriptors that apply and circle the descriptor
most prevalent)

Who is providing the most direct instruction to the target student?
instructor
student is completing activity or involved in activity as part of
coot::d:rative group a cooperative group.
target
student
is independently completing or involved in class
independent activity.
assigned
peer is directly instructing or assisting student.
peer tutor
classroom teacher or other adult member of this classroom is directly
teacher providing instruction.
assigned support staff who is not a member of this classroom
1:1 support specialist
is providing 1:1 instruction.
Student-Adult Interaction

What adults is the student interacting with and how age appropriate
are those ;nteractions?

teacher: natural -

the student was involved in at least one interaction with the
classroom teacher or aide which was natural in respect to the

situation (i.e. appropriate for his/her age, similar to adult interactions
with other students in class).
the student was involved in at least one interaction with .the
support staff: natural assigned support staff person which was natural in respect to
the situation (i.e. appropriate for his/her age, similar to adult
interactions with other students in class).
the student was involved in at least one interaction with the
teacher: artificial -

classroom teacher or aide which was negative or not natural (i.e.
inappropriate for his/her age, different than adult interactions with
other students in class).
the student was involved in at least one interaction with the
support staff: artificial assigned support staff person which was negative or not
natural (i.e. inappropriate for his/her age, different than adult
interactions with other students in class).
the student was involved in no interactions with adults.
none What other students is the target student interacting with and how
age appropriate are those interactions?
the student was involved in at least one interaction with a nontypical peer: natural -

Student -Peer Interaction

disabled peer which was natural in respect to the situation (i.e.

appropriate for his/her age,
other students in class).
disabled peer: natural-

to interactions between

the student was involved in at least one interaction with a peer
with disabilities which was natural in respect to the situation
(i.e.

appropriate for his/her age, similar to interactions

between other students in class).
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Membership Activities
Membership may seem like a difficult concept. It certainly doesn't seem easily
measurable, predictable or controllable like so many other more familiar educational concepts.
Fortunately, the very complexity of membership is the source of its value for us.
Membership is not so much an educational concept as a community concept. All of us quite
naturally know what membership means. We have all felt the sense of belonging that is
membership's hallmark. The following activities may help you translate your own natural
familiarity with membership into situations that involve people with severe disabilities.

Activity 1: Using a wide-angle snapshot
On a regular basis, try to stand back and look at the whole setting as if you were an
observer from another world. Try to notice the following about the person you are interested
in supporting to be more of a member:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Where is s/he in this space? on the edges? in the middle? in a cluster of
others? more or less alone?
How does s/he operate in this space? Does s/he move about this place more or
less like the others? If s/he doesn't, how does s/he look in the pattern of
activity? Does everything seem to pass her by or flow around her in a way
that seems oblivious to her lack of movement? Or does s/he seem to deflect
others by her activity?
How does s/he look in this space? Are her differences minimized? Is s/he
accessible to others? Does her equipment invite or discourage others from
approaching and getting near? Do others approach her or her "stuff?" Do
others seem to shy away? When? Why do you think?
What does s/he do in this place? Does s/he do similar or different things?
With similar or different materials? Do any differences seem to make others
act differently kith her?
Who does s/he do things with in this space? Does s/he seem to have the same
range and variety of interactions as the others like her in this place? Do adults
or official people seem to interact with her more or less than with the others?
Do adults or official people interact with her differently or similarly to how
they interact with the others? Do the other people like her in this place act
with her in a similarly or differently from how they interact with each other?

Now look carefully at your wide-angle snapshot. Is there anything about this picture that
makes you feel like this person belongs? What things give you that impression? How might
you make sure that these things are always happening? How can you organize your teaching
and support so that these things are not disturbed?
Is there anything about this picture that makes you feel like this person doesn't really
belong? What things give you that impression? What could you change about the picture
that might change your impression? Try it and see what happens.

6 f)

Activity 3: Telling stories

Whenever you are with the person you are trying to support as a member keep part of
your mind focused on all things you know from the wide-angle snapshot and the stories you
have been making up. As you decide how to interact with, teach, or help the people in this
place, filter your decisions and actions through that layer of your thinking that is holding the
snapshot and stories and make your actions and words tell stories of belonging by:
using the stories of belonging already present in the minds of other in this
place.

reframing others' less incorporative stories.
framing your "special" actions and words in ways that fit the others' belonging
stories.
emphasizing the ways s/he is thinking about things.
reveal how s/he feels about things.
let others know what s/he likes and dozsn't like.
suggests lots of different ways s/he has a role in this place.

Attachment B: Data Collection Documents
Accomplishment List
Accomplishment Rating Form
Liaison Visit Guide
Student Demographic Guide
IES Working Committee Cover Sheet
Case Report Worksheet
IES Parent Phone Interview
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IES CHANGE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1W

Students won't be excluded from school.

13M

Students' health care needs will be taken care
of in privacy, and in places in the
school/community where other students'
health and /or physical needs are taken care of

2S

Students will attend general school during
the same hours as same age peers.

14S

Teacher/staff will report feeling increasingly
satisfied with individual student outcomes.

3S

The assistant working with the student will
also interact with other students in a teacher
role.

15M

Families will report satisfaction with their
child's goals and their involvement with the
school.

4S

Teachers will identify students' abilities and
opportunities to practice those abilities in the
context of typical school/community
activities.

16S

Topics and content in teacher and family
interactions will expand beyond helath/safety
to program and social activities.

5S

Teachers will make or request change in
information systems to get information on
students' abilities and opportunities to
practice, and relationships between patterns
of practice, mood and other contextual
events.

17M

Students' physical condition and health will be
maintained (muscle strength and endurance,
joint flexibility, range of motion, etc.) as
appropriate to his/her impairment.

6S

Teachers will use the information sheets 2
dines a month to make decisions/changes
(e.g., changes other than those on actual
information systems).

18M

Other students and adults in the school
environment will express positive changes in
attitude (breadth and depth).

7S

Teachers maintain schedules for students
that include a range of school/community
activities with a variety of people.

19M

There will be an increase in interaction.

8S

Teachers will teach heterogeneous groups of
learners.

20S

There will be an increase in inclusion.

9S

Students wit be active participants in
heterogeneous groups of other learners.

21S

Students' will experience less inactive
"downtime" in school.

10S

Teachers will write activity-based IEPs in
collaboration with other team members.

22M

Students' abilities will improve so that they
initiate and contribute to movements more
frequently and for greater duration, as
appropriate to their impairment.

11S

Teachers will use IES strategies with nonproject students.

23M

Teachers will report more satisfaction with,
access to and use of resources available from
related service/resource people.

12S

Health outcomes are embedded in
educational schedule.

1
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nom

Teachers will make or request change
in information systems to get info. on
student's abilities and opportunities to
practice, and relationships between
patterns of practice, mood and other
contextual events.

OM MI

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 2,3,5)

Demographics (box 11,12,13)

c) Liaison Visit Guide (Box 3, 5)

b) Parent Phone Interview (box 4)

Demographics (box 11,12,13)

a) Liaison Visit Guide (box 1)

The assistant working with the student
will also Interact with other students in
a teacher role.

Teachers will identify student's abilities
and opportunities to practice those
abilities in the context of typical
school/ community activities.

a) Demographics (box 11)

Demographics (box 1,5)

Source

al

School ID:

Students will attend general school
during the same hours as same age
peers.

Students won't be excluded from
general school. Students attend general
school.

MN ISO Ell CM
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Change Accomplishment

Student ID:

v
.

NI MO

a

OM WM

b) If status =any observations and decisions using
data then +; else if status =no observations or no
decisions using data then ; else 7

to practice skills then +; else if data sheets = not
IES info. sheets or do not include student
abilities/oppor. to practice skills then ; else ?

a) If attached data sheetsIES information sheets
& include data on student abilities/opportunities

a) If narrative-content & location of activities is
same as typical students then +; else if
narrative,. content and location of activities Is
different from typical students then -; else 7
b) If statement - report of participation in typical
school or community activities then +; else if
statement= report no participation In typical
school or community activities then .; else ?
c) If status =practicing abilities in typical school
or community settings then +; else if status'. not
in typical school or community settings then ;
else ?

Sum the number of:
?
+

?

+

?

IES (4/92)

to

NMI MI

Sum the number of:

+

Sum the number of:

?

a) If narrative-assistant working with other
students in setting then +; else if
narrative., assistant only working with target
student then ; else ?

-

+

Sum the number of:

?

a) If narrativewarrival & departure same as other
students in school then +; else if narrating'
arrival or departure different from other students
in school then ; else T

+

Sum the number of:

Summary

Summary Dates: From

a) If school =student attending school then +;
else if school wstudent not attending school then
; else ?

Analysis

IES Change Accomplishments Summary

1

Mill

7

Source

11S.

10S.

6"

Teachers will use IES strategies with
non-project students.

Teachers will write Activity Based
IEP's in collaboration with other team
members.

learners.

heterogeneous groups of ..-.::::-.:r

a) Unison Visit Guide (box 2)

a) Demographics (box 11,12,13)
Uaison Visit Guide (box 4)

b) Demographics (box 11,12,13)

a) School Membership Snapshot (front)

a) Demographics (box 4,11,12,13)

Teachers wilt teach heterogeneous
groups of learners

t;S.

Students will be active participants in

a) Demographics (box 11,12,13)

Teachers maintain schedules for
student that include a range of
school/community activities with a
variety of people.

111112
111111

Analysis

WIN

o

...---..
a) If narrative =use of IES strategies with non.
project students then +; else if narrative-no use
of IES strat. or only with project student then .;
else ?

IEP then; else ?

a) If attached IEP 0 activitybased format and
narrativerepott of collaboration in writing IEP
then +; else if IEP non activity-based format or
narrative- repot: of no collaboration in writing

b) If narrativeactive participation in
heterogenous grouping then +; else if
narrativelpassive participation or homogeneous
grouping then -: else ?

a) If data patternsimactive participation in
heterogeneous grouping then +; else if data
patterns =passive participation or homogeneous
grouping then -;
else ?

a) If nanativelestudent in heterogenous grouping
arrangement then +; else if narrative-student in
homogeneous grouping arrangement then / else ?

a) If attached scheduleinactivities in 3 or more
settings and 3 or more grouping arrangements
then +; else if schedule- activities In <3 settings
or 13 grouping arrangements then 1 else ?

else T

-

Sum the number of:
?
+

Sum the number of:
?
+

Sum the number of:
?
+

?

Sum the number of:

Sum the number of:
?
+

Sum the number of:
?
+

Summary

IES (4/92) 2

-...n....=.

MINI SU Mil WIN NW MN

a) If narrativemiuse of information sheets > 2x
month to snake changes or decisions then +; else
if narrativeano use or use of information sheets
< Is month to make changes or decisions then .;

MIN ON NMI MI

a) Liaison Visit Guide (box 3,5)

11111

7S.

Nall

Teachers will use the information
sheets Zr month to make decisions/
changes (eg. changes other than those
on actual information systems).

.

Ilia

Change Accomplishment

OMB MU

6S.

Via

Families will report satisfaction with
their child's goals and their
involvement with the school.

15M.

IL

1111§

a) Demographics (box 3)

Teacher/staff will report feeling
increasingly satisfied with individual
student outcomes.

14S.

111111

Se NM

b) Parent Phone Interview (box 4)

a) Liaison Visit Guide (box 4)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 2,3)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 5)

13M.

taken are of.

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 3,5)

a) Demographics (box 11,12,13)

a) Demographics (box 6)

Health outcomes are embedded in
educational schedule.

Source

Student's health care needs will be
taken are of in privacy, and in places
in school/community where other
students' health and/or phys. needs are

12S.

Change Accomplishment

111111

NIB

VAIN

Willi

Sall =I

+

IES (4/92) 3

11111 1 VIM

?
Sum the number of:

Sum the number of:
?
+

a) If narrative -report of satisfaction or more
satisfaction with student outcomes then +; else if
narrative a report of no satisfaction or less satisfaction with student outcomes then .; else ?
b) if narrative*report of satisfaction with student
then +; else if narrative* report of dissatisfaction
with student then .; else ?
a) If narrative*reports of positive reaction or
satisfaction from family then +; else if
narrative a reports of negative reaction or
dissatisfaction from family then .; else ?
b) If statement *report of okay with activities at
school then +; else If statement-report of not
okay with activities at school then .; else ?

Sum the number of:
?
+

a) If where -same places in school/ community
where typical students' needs are met then +;
else if wherestplaces different from where typical
students' needs are met then -; else ?
places
b) If status-supports provided in same
and same ways as typical students then +; else if
status-supports provided in different places or
ways than typical students then .; else ?

?_

+

Sum the number of:

Summary

a) If narrative or attached schedule* health
outcomes within context of educational schedule
then +; else if narrative or schedule-health
outcomes separate from educational schedule
then .; else ?
b) U narrative health outcomes addressed in
context of educational schedule then +; else if
narrativehealth outcomes addressed separate
from educational schedule then .; else ?

Analysis

18M.

17M.

165.

1111111

MIMI

Other students and adults in the
school environment will express
positive changes in attitude (breadth &
depth).

Student's physical condition & health
will be maintained (muscle strength &
endurance, joint flexibility, range of
motion, etc.) as appropriate to his/her
Impairment.

social activities.

Topics and contents between teacher
and family interactions will expand
beyond health /safety, to program &

Change Accomplishment

111111

c) School Membership Snapshot (back)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 4,5)

Demographics (box 5)

c) Parent Phone Interview (box 4)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 3,5)

Demographics (box 6,7)

c) Parent Phone Interview (box 1)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 4)

a) Demographics (box 11,12,13)

Source

1111111

ON ON

Analysis

111111

a) If narrative-statements of others' positive
attitudes toward student then +; else if
narrative =statements of others' negative attitudes
toward student then .; else ?
b) If narrative- positive attitudes from peers
then +; else if narrative=negative attitudes from
peers then -; else ?
c) If peer responses= expressions of positive
attitudes toward student then +; else if peer
responses= expressions of negative attitudes
then .; else ?

_
Sum the number of:
?
+ ___ -

Sum the number of;
?
+

a) If need:, equipment, and frequency= amounts
appropriate for impairment then +; else if needs,
equip., or frequency- amounts not appropriate
for impairment then -; else ?
b) If narrativechanges indicating increase/
stability in physical condition & health then +;
else if narrative =changes indicating decrease In
phys. condition or health then -; else ?
c) If statement - report of satisfaction with health
and appropriate support then +; else if
statement=report of dissatisfaction with health or
inapprop. support then -; else ?

.

IES (4/92) 4

.

OE Ilia UM

Summary

1/12111

Sum the number of:
?
+

--

11111111

health/safety foots then -; else ?
c) If statementany program or social topics then
+; else if ..catementatonly health/safety topics
then -; else ?

narrative la report of only family concerns with

b) If narrative-report of family concerns with
program or social focus then +; else if

a) If attached IEP -any goals /obj. with program
or social activity focus then +; else if IEP=only
goals/obj. focused on health/safety then; else ?
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Teachers will report more satisfaction
with, access to, and use of resources
available from related service/resource
people.

Student's abilities will improve so that
they initiate & contribute to
movements more frequently and for
greater duration, as appropriate to
their impairment.

Student will experience less inactive
'downtime' in school.

There will be an increase in inclusion.

There will be an increase in
interaction.

1ES \ IESACCOM.CHT as 10/92

23M.

22M.

21S.

245.

19M.

Chang* Accomplishment
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a) Liaison Visit Guide (box 4)

a) Liaison Visit Guide (box 5)

1111

b) School Membership Snapshot (front)

a) Liaison Visit Guide (box 5)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 3,5)

a) Demographics (box 5)

c) School Membership Snapshot (front)

b) Liaison Visit Guide (box 5)

a) Demographics (box 5)

Sours_ 2

1111

1111
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1111

1111

a) If narrative =imports of increased use &
satisfaction of related service/ resource people
then +; else if narrative- reports of decreased use
or satisfaction of related service/resource people
then -; else ?

_

a) If narrative - increased Initiation &
contribution to movements then +; else if
narrative-no change in initiation or contribution
to movements then -;
else ?

a) If narrative-statements of increased
activity /less downtime then +; else if
narrative- statements of no change or less
activity/ more downtime then -; else ?
b) If data patterns- increased active participation
then +; else if data patterns-decreased active
participation then -; else ?

b) if narrative -report of increased inclusion then
+; else if narrative areport of decreased or no
change in integration then -; else ?

?

a) If narrativeaincreased inclusion in typical
classes then +; else if narrative - decreased or no
change in integration in typical classes then -; else

a) If narrative-Increased interaction with typical
peers then +; else if narrativeadecreased or no
change in interaction with peers then -;
else ?
b) If narrativeareport of increased interaction
then +; else if narrative areport of decreased or
no change in interaction then -; else ?
c) If data patterns - Increased interaction with
typical peers then +; else if data
patterns =decreased interaction then -; else ?

Analysis
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Sum the number oft

Sum the number of:
?
+

Sum the number of:
?
+

??^

Sum the number of:*
)

Sum the number of:
?
+

Summary
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C:\

#15
#17

#18

#19
#22
#23

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

/1
Total (?)

/7
Total (?)

/15

Total (?)
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Total ( +)

/7

Total (+)

#1

Weak Accomp.

/15

_

f

Total (+)

#21

#20

#16

#14

#12

#11

#10

#9

#13

Medium Accomp.

#2

Strong Accomp.

YES Change Accomplishment Summary
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Summary Collumn: (rule: if sum +'s . sum ot -'s then circle
summary column; else circle ? in summary column for each change accomplishment)
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PART I. IES LIAISON VISIT GUIDE
Student:

[ Date:

Total time:

Liaison:

Directions:

Use this page to note information for your log entry. Organize your
headings in the same sequence.

log entry according to the same

unusual in general? with the IES student?
1. Classroom snapshot. (What's going on today? Anything strikingly new or
nondisabled students? Assistant
Staff? other students? visitors?) (teacher with student? other
nondisabled
students?)
with student? Assistment with other

2. Teacher snaps!aot.

(Mood? satisfaction w/IES student? use of IES with other studeats? questions? issues?
other students? reports of
reports of "successes" or new developments with IES students? with
new opportunities to practice abilities?

3. Status of data & data analysis.

(Is data up to date? are there any gaps? issues with staff & data? changes
based on data? is home data consistent and used by teacher?

r

4. Status/Issues other people.

(Teacher report of use, satisfaction with related service staff. Reports of family reaction,
involvement, satisfaction, concerns) (Reports of collaboration with other team members)

5. Student outcomes and status.

(Changes in behavior, awareness, mood? changes in medical status? ;hanger in
schedule/activity? changes in involvement with peers? changes in image? are
any changes based on student data? how? downtime? )

6. Your issues, hunches, reflections.

ISSAPartlIBS 2/92 as
ve.

PART H. IES: STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

IES Year

DATES

1

2

ATTACHMENTS
Video?

3

School course/
other offerings
IEP?

Update #1

Schedule?

Update # 2
First completed

1. Student:
Living situation:

School:

Living with parents
Foster home

^

Student Age:

Nursing home
Group home

Type of placement: regular class
self cont. class

1

Teacher:

2. Student Snapshot:

Pre-IES data
sheets?

(first impression, appearance, mood, expressiveness, overall image)

or other family

separate school
seg. wing/cluster

4. Classroom Snapshot:

5. School Snapshot:

(appearance, climate, pace, schedule, curriculum, other students, staff)

(size, climate, diversity, reaction/interaction with nondisabled

6. List a medical & personal support needs.

(Vital signs, suctioning, G-tube or other feeding, heart monitor, check
skin, give meals, percussion, respirator, changing, etc.)

Medical support need

Wno delivers? (List

How often

Where?

7. List a medical & personal support equipment

(e.g. body jacket, WC, sidelyer, respirator, dishes, tray, wedges,

I

extra clothes, etc.)

Where Kept

Equipment

Used roughly how often?

Who manages?

c

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

8. Student(s) Official Labels:

9. Program Structures (number & variety of adults, regional program, involvement of school personnel, related services,

1

administrator(s) role(s))

I
I
I
I
82

I

10. School/community Offerings

(course offerings, school-wide events, school locations (e.g. media center, gym,

etc.) dubs, others....)

11. STUDENT SCHEDULE

Directions:

Using the attached template or a blank piece of paper document as complete a picture as possible of the
students day. Make sure you address each of the following in some clear way:
time schedule followed
content of activity
location of activity

type and composition of grouping

if arrival & departure from school matches
other students in class

other students in school
if participation in activity matches other students in activity

when in the schedule medical and personal support needs met. Image assessment
approximate time medical & personal needs require
type and number of adults involved with each part of schedule

Attach copy IEP
Copy or attach whatever the teacher use for a schedule
Copy or attach whatever the teacher use for data

83

IES WORKING COMM11 IE,E
COVER SHEET

Present:

Date:
Roles:

'Facilitator:
Recorder:
Other:
AGENDA
Items:
1.

3.
4.
5.

MEETING OUTCOMES
Items:

By When?

Person Responsible

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING
Items:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.1

CASE REPORT WORKSHEET
Date:

Student:

Status Report

Followup

Decision

Educational Outcomes:

Membership:

Health Status:

Coordination of Adults:

Conclusions/Guidelines:

85

IES PARENT PHONE INTERVIEW
Time of call:

Which parent(s):

Date:

Length of call:,

Phone number.

Student:

"PARENT". Parent might be a natural mom or dad, both
DIRECTIONS: Select/decide who you will interview as the However you "define" parent for this interview, stay with the
parents, a natural parent and a house parent, etc.
same people for the year.
that you
the Unviersity of Oregon and remind the parent
Identify yourself as working with the Schools Projects at
teacher]
to
Remind the parent that we are working with [name child's
are calling to talk about [name child].
their
impression
of
Remind them that we want to get
make [name child]'s experiences in school more successful.
time
or
if
they
but that if now is not a good
how things are going, that the call will take about 20 minutes or so,
make a
else,
you
will
call
back.
If
you need to call back. make sure to
run out of time and need to do something
firm appointment and keep it.
remind them of your purpose briefly. Have the previous
If it is a second or later call to the same parent,
introduce each topic, use previous interview
interview notes with you so you can refer to them. As you
revise each question by adding the work "still," as in
information to probe for changes/differences. Generally,
Suggestions are included below in braces. Use the information
"Are you and the teacher still in touch regularly?
and to probe for changes/differences: "Last time you
from the previous interview to jog the parent's memory
mentioned that, what about now?"

COMMUNICATION WITH SCHOOL
.

Are you and [teacher's name] {still} in touch regularly?
How? {still using

How often {Roughly

?}

}?

What kinds of things do you talk about?
{Are you still talking about

? Anything new?}

[child's name] involvement with nondisabled students?
List and probe: anything else? do you ever talk about
classmates? performance? successes?

sometimes? all the time?
Are there other things you would like to know? what?

8G

the time?
2. Are there things that you think [teacher] ought to know? what? sometimes? all

Generally speaking, is your contact with [teacher] okay? If not, how could it be better?

in touch with them?
3. What about other people involved with your child at school; are you {still} keeping well-enough
[Probe: therapists, classroom assistants, others in the school]

Are there thinks you would like to know about any of the other people involved with your child? what? how often?

87

Let's talk aboaut [child]. How is his/her health? {Any changes

since last time we talked?)

What about his/her mood? {Any changes since last time?}

this okay with you? how could it be
What about the things s/he does? {Any changes since last time?} {Is
different? }

What about his/her schedule and involvement in the rest of the school

besides [teacher] classroom?

help?
Are there any things you would like to change? what? how? can we

[child]. Any other comments that
Thanks slot for your time and for helping us keep track of how things are going for
you think might help us do a better job of helping [teacher] improve things at school?

Attachment C: Liaison Support Summaries
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25

21

,.ra

89

22

2

1111111

Talked with classroom
staff about the project.
Helped tchr. figure out
strategies to involve staff.

Established data system to
keep track of activities.
Used data to describe the
uselessness of the R.B.
Talked to vision specialist.

-Assistants didn't work
with the student, nor
did they seem
interested. MK not
involved in many
group activities.

-Mom didn't support
the student's inclusion
in some activities.

Pt ti.

0

-Resonance Board
introduced by the
vision specialist was
stigmatizing and a
waste of time.

Teaching

OS

Barrier

MS SIM Mg

Student

111111

Broker

class.

Visits

91

p:lethoolsVitorip

Time

II. Mil IS MI ON

Attended a team meeting
in June, presented data, the
board was removed
frcmthe classroom and
taken home.

Not much change.

Ways to
include MK
in group
activities in

MIR NIB

Outcome

II1N

Modeling

MIlli

ling

SU

Helped teacher figure out
activities for BD in other
classes and around the

Self-contained class,
kids in it really aren't
part of school.

kaa

maw

Broker

amm es

Designed data system to
help monitor seizures,
sleeping, medication.

Set up info system
between
home/school/parents (with
input from all) about
sleeping, seizures,
nutrition, general health.

Ns

Health t: sues(sleeping,
seizures, medication,
nutrition, illness) made
BD miss a lot of
school, sleep when he
was there.

info.

her involved people.
No coordination of

home /school /parents /et

Communication poor
between

making.

Too many people
involved in decision

Tried to support the
teacher by listening,
encouraging her to talk to
admin. about her situation,
which really is difficult.
Worked with all staff to
help them work with Bob.
Helped out in classroom.
Helped her problem solve
new activities for Bob.

Problem kid
classroom, the teacher
was tired and
discouraged about her
job. Didn't have much
time to focus on BD.

BD

school.

Teaching

Barrier

Student

Idin

seizure medication.
Teacher and mom
convinced team to have
him come to school every
other day, then to shorten
his days.

They used the info about
seizures to help neurologist
change doses and kinds of

No follow through with
info system. (BD moved
to a new home, and the
papers got lost in the
shuffle).

.

Not much changed.
Teacher was usually happy
to talk to me, and liked
ideas we came up with, but
didn't have much energy to
follow through.

Ou.come
24

Visits

p v,hnuh

30
hrs.

Time

Ism as um aft SW MO

Using data
system,
providing
examples,
analyzing
info to
make
decisions.

Using data
system,
providing
examples,
analyzing
info. for
making
decisions.

Modeling

IES Support Summary

VIICMI.

was

6th grade lunch 2x/week
with Peer Buddy

Setting up Peer Support
circles of friends
Discussion of readings,
themes, ideas ongoing with
special and regular ed

Passive participation
in PE, music

Unclear purpose of

System

Eating lunch in
classroom

17

"School Membership
Snapshot"

Introduced SMS, logic and
possible uses

Suggested monthly meeting,
communication open

Setup Science unit with 6th
grade teacher

Teacher so structured
into day that she
doesn't have time to
observe Peter

Difficulty with aug.
corn. person

TA wants to teach

51

ODE Workshop Schedule
Oregon Conference BCC,
SI info

Crafted a new teacher
schedule that allowed
teacher time at the HS and
Elem school

Teacher sees role as
getting kids into
regular classes

Revisited"

"Partial Participation

Goes"

Completed SMS
with teacher
present

Summarized data
with TA

Peter included in Science

2-3 monthly meetings
happened

Assistant to collect more
data

like to see one that is a
little more flexible

New schedule developed

Area to be worked on

Peter is a member of 6th
grade class.

"Is Communication the
Point?"
"Peter He Comes and

system

Increase peer involvement
PE Assistant help out

Built ability based data

.

Modeling

Peter began holding his
head up more often when
more classes

Broker

33.2

Time

ea as sa um um

Investigate purpose of tilt
chair

Difficulty keeping
head up

Peter

Not using data to
make decisions

Mil MP as

Visits

Teaching

Barrier

school

Nis MI II

IES Support Summary

111111

Outcome

tin NM MI

Student

SIM

ill

56

Discussed privacy issues,

Can't include these
kids all the time.

alla

Data collection and
uu is inconsistent.

Summer Institute
Information.

BCC Information

C regon Conference info.

"Circles of friends"

Classes"

MINI MS UM ME Nil

Discussed an interval of
collection that was
manageable.

Nancy involved in
sensory stimulation
sessions.

Ma

Discuss logic of the HAI

Health aide doing
things to Nancy
without talking to her.

Can't go swimming
for one month.

not know about studer:_:s.
De-emphasizing labels.

Peer tutors acting as
health assistants.

the roles of peer tutors,
what they should know and

Talked about classes that
Nancy would have the least
Impact on.

Involved only in
special education
activities

Nancy.

"Inclusion Doesn't Mean
100% or 0% in Regular

Too many hard kids
to manage class well.
Worked on developing a
FA for a loud" student in
the class.

"Is Communication the
Point?"

Discussion of modeling
behavior for staff, writing
programs, staff meetings.

Too many resources
going into kids like

CMIS, RCPS, Functional
analysis interview and
forms.

Designed a new data
collection system that was
easier for staff to use.

Passive participation
in instructional
groups.

Nancy

Broker

Teaching

Barrier

Student

The health assistant sees
school as valuable and
worthwhile to Nancy.

No change in the amount
of data collected or used.

New reading packet pulled
together for the peer
tutors that emphasized
individuals not labels.

Nancy was enrolled in a
Choir class.

Used FA information to
develop a new program fok
a student.

meetings.

Teacher uses more
directive approach.
Frequent use of staff

Outcome

WV MS MO '011

Talk with Nancy
when working
with her.

Worked with
student in regular
class to show how
student could
participate.

Model hand over
hand, giving
choices through
eye gaze.

Modeling

GIN

5 '7

NNW

Mil

Abbey

See Nancy support.

Amanda

Revised IES strategies with
staff and reviewed
anticipated outcomes.

Tried to enlist TA's to carry
on for next year.

Staff did increase some
Abbeys involvement

Stories of success of other
teachers/students

Did not respond -- had
attitude that "it can't work

Continued to exclude
Abbey from PE classes.

TA's may move on with
teacher next year.

Excuse given was impasse
with principal felt it was
not possible in their
environment.

here."

objectives.

Made it
meaningful and
embedded IEP

Teacher did put together a
list of possible contacts
only to pull back without
making the contacts.

Continues tote an issue.

Continues to be an issue.

Outcome

24.5h

23.8h

14

12

Time

Visits

NMI 1 10 al EN WI

Modeled how to
include Abbey in
group activity.

Modeling

111111

"Circle of Friends"

"Strategies for including
all students"

"Achieving Balance
Module"

"Circle of learning"

"In the spirit of inclusion"

Chapter 7 from Nesbit
book "Natural Supports"

"Inclusion the bigger
picture" article

"Peter comes/goes" article

Discussed setting up some
inclusion activities for next
year -- maybe initial
contacts for incoming
teach -r

Teacher as short
timer and
interpersonal
institutional barriers

School Context Analysis

11111

TASH Sexuality Article.

extremely noisy.

Broker

OW SO 011

Locate classrooms that are

Teaching

111111

Masturbating.

Lots of moaning
inside classrooms,

Barrier

Student

CM 011 OS MI SE

1 k; 0

Little integration
outside the room

decision-making
(never looked at it)

SNE

filli

Same as number 1

OM WI

Same as number 1

11.111

Developed matrix to show
how goals and objectives
would be embedded in
functional activities.

Broker

111111

Activities matrix for all
classroom activities and
showing how Abbey can be
active in each activity.

Too much down time

Abbey
(cont.)

Took little data and
never used it for

Teaching

Barrier

Student

1

MIMI

UM

11116

Visits

raw NW MEI

Same as number 1

slight improvement but
very slight

Worked with
Abbey in group
situation to
include her with
own peers only

Same as number

Outcome

Modeling

IMO

Time.

NMI

Too much down time

Jimmy
in
Newport

Little integration
outside the room

(never looked at it)

decision-making

Took little data and
never used it for

Discussed setting up some
inclusion activities for next
year -- maybe initial
contacts for incoming
teacher

Teacher as short
timer and
interpersonal
institutional barriers

Jimmy in
Eugene

4,

r)

Same as number 1

Activities matrix for all
classroom activities and
showing how Abbey can be
active in each activity.

Revised IES strategies with
staff and reviewed
anticipated outcomes.

Tried to enlist TA's to carry
on for next year.

Teaching

Same as number 1

Developed matrix to show
how goals and objectives
would be embedded in
functional activities.

1

Same as number

.Worked with
Abbey in group
situation to
include her with
own peers only

Same as number 1

103

slight improvement but
very slight

Staff did increase some
Abbeys involvement

Stories of success of other
teachers/students

Did not respond -- had
attitude that "it can't work

Continued to exclude
Abbey from PE classes.

TA's may move on with
teacher next year.

Excuse given was impasse
with principal felt it was
not possible in their
environment.

here."

.

Made it
meaningful and
embedded IEP
objectives

3

17

Teacher did put together a
list of possible contacts
only to pull back without
making the contacts.

Modeled how to
include Abbey in
group activity.

20

40.5h

Time

Wilk OM IN MIMI
Visits

11111

Outcome

alb

Modeling

111111

"Circle of Friends"

.

"Strategies for including
all students"

"Achieving Balance
Module"

"Circle of learning"

"In the spirit of inclusion"

Chapter 7 from Nesbit
book "Natural Supports"

"Inclusion the bigger
picture" article

"Peter comes/goes" article

Broker

Mil NO OBI

Barrier

IIIIII

Student

int MN Mg INS I=

alar

i ,-,

1

MS Op Nal

Did collaborative learning
sessions with peers from
regular ed. classroom

Laid out step by step plan
for Sissy to be in regular
ed. classroom.

I

"Peter comes/goes" article

Attended general staff
meetings to discuss
indusion.

Against idea of
inclusion for students
with disabilities
similar to Sissy

Sissy

me at

Video tape of Inclusion
workshop at Oregon
Conference

"Circle of Friends"

"Strategies for including
all students"

"Achieving Balance
Module"

"Circle of learning"

"In the spirit of inclusion"

Chapter 7 from Nesbit
book "Natural Supports"

"Inclusion the bigger
picture" article

Broker

Teaching

Barrier

Student

leall

NO

I

I

-,

1

1011

i

49.45

27

hrs.

Time

rVisits

gill MS OUR am

Some membership/
ownership did occur
Modeled in
regular ed.
classroom

Sissy in activity.

Some peer tutors quickly
"took" to Sissy and
independently began to
include her in any activity.

successful

Teacher set up trial in
regular education class
which proved to be

Attitudes of all staff
changed. Teacher was
willing to try inclusion, 3
TA's said they supported
the idea of inclusion based .
on conversations and
readings

Outcome

With peer tutors
in sp. ed. room -how to include

Modeling

111111

(cont.)

Sissy

Student

NW WO

11 ;

167

Toward the end of year
teacher was examining the
data and interpreting it.

Discussion of strategy on
how to do this

Did data session together
but left decision to
teacher

make decisions

Did not use data to

Little change except the
"corner" will be moved so
that Sissy will not be
isolated.

Increased opportunities to
practice with more
involvement in activities

Modeled how to
include Sissy in
an activity via
partial
participation

Visits

Time

NIB NM MI IMO la SIMI
Outcome

11111111

Modeling

XII MI

Possibility of making
neighborhood school a
practicum site for one of
our masters students so
Sissy would have support.

Achieving Balance
Module

"Partial Participation
Revisited"

Broker

111111

Talked to training
supervisor of our program
and sp. ed. administrator
for Sissy's neighborhood
school

Took video footage and
shared with staff

Took data and shared
results with staff

Teaching

61111

Not in neighborhood
school because of
lack of support staff

Isolation and
downtime due to
"Discovery Corner"

activities

Not sure how to
include Sissy in group

Barrier

MI SID in la MN

Showed how and used data
and things I discovered

Discussed strategies for
developing age appropriate
and functional activities
throughout the two years I
served their site.

Did not use data to
make decisions

Too much downtime/
not age appropriate
activities or nonfunctional activities

NM ale Win en

objectives

Drew up sample matrix
for planning activities.
embedding IEP goals and

Achieving Balance
Moduli,

"Peter comes and goes"

"Spirit of Inclusion"

"Inclusion, the Bigger
Picture"

Broker

WM ON SU

Many, many conversations
on this issue

Resistance to the idea
of inclusion

QO

IES \SupportSurn 7/93 nu

Teaching

Barrier

Student

UN !NI

in groups and
modeled

Worked with 00

class

1111111

eta

Little change

vim

Data recording did
increase at the end of the
year.

Overall inclusion did not
happen though some
integration did.

imia

8

Included in one reg. ed.
class (PE) but only as
observer, however there
were other students
without disabilities who
were observers

Modeled with

peer tutor and in
the regular ed.

Visits

Outcome

Modeling

aim

12 h

Time

dmii

YES Support Summary: Jimmy

Barrier:

The biggest barrier facing Jimmy was being caught between two systems he was fully
welcomed into the regular education grade 4 class but the special education people did not
know how to give up ownership. Programs were planned by the special education group
who then told the classroom teachers to work out ways of doing them. Negotiating across
this barrier was made more difficult by two different languages and two different paradigms
of education operating. So far this has not been successfully negotiated - The principal
believes that the most important person is the classroom teacher.

In this context the development of an appropriate method of assessment was made more
difficult by the differing understandings of the purpose of and approach to assessment/
The second barrier - the long period of recuperation for Jimmy after his spinal surgery
made this difficult to resolve. If we had been able to work together and trial something in
the classroom it may have succeeded.

Teaching:

I introduced the classroom teacher and EA to the ITER process - we went through the
module together - developed an ITER summary and prepared the ground for using this
methods to plan curriculum when Jimmy returned to school.

Broker:

I'm not sure what you mean by this term in this context
I attempted to introduce Wendy to BCC class and she did start but was disheartened by
the Ednet problems and the distance she still had to drive.
.

Modelling: I modelled to Wendy some other means of supporting Jimmy's communication and
decreasing support - she would have worked it out - these two people were doing excellent
teaching.

Outcome:

By the end of the year Tyler did not return to school - However the teachers have a
framework for planning curriculum and collecting data which has in part been negotiated
with the itinerant special education teacher. I have one more visit planned late in August
to make a final plan for the next year and to assist them in the organization of a joint trial
of this approach. Despite all the set-backs Jimmy continued to learn and improve and form
relationships with his peers - enormous credit must be given to the school for achieving this
in the face of an absence of 2.5 semesters.

Visits:

15

Time:

School:

Travel:
Phone:
Prep.:

Fde SUPSUM Page

84
55
6
27

1: 0

The context: ESD
classroom with too
many problem

Jake

Teaching

IIII1

This is a very competent teacher with the
right values. I didn't really need to teach
her anything because of her past
experiences with students like Jake. She
had lots of great ideas, did a lot of
advocacy for Jake , but just didn't have
the time or support to pull it all off.

fla GU Mel

Communication
problems,
differences of
opinion with the
nursing home
where he lives
about his
educational
"program"

Many related
service people,
efforts not very
coordinated
although the
teacher tried to
focus them

him.

kids. Too many
hard kids, teacher
didn't have much
time to devote to

Barrier

Student

Broker

11111

1111111

Not netch changed from the beginning to
the end of the year. Teacher wrote a
better IEP, but didn't succeed in
lengthening the school day for Jake or
overcoming problems with the nursing
home. the student had a lot of down time
during the year.

Outcome

OM KO MI MP

Modeling

IES Su000rt Summa

116iileiessuport.frm

25 hours

Time

Ma MN MI IBM

17

Visits

111111

Thomas

1

.. 3

Managing 14
adults and large
amounts of
information

Management of
infonnation and
Communication.
The special
education teacher
did not emphasize
meeting with the
teachers about
Peter, changes in
the schedule, and
priorities.

classes.

toileting, and
eating. He missed
a large number of

students.

In May the IES project staff did a
workshop with the LinnBenton ESD
about Teaming and different ways to
support the education of complicated

In April the sppecial education teacher
brought up that they should provide
services in a different manner. I discussed
the working committee approach that the
IES project was doing.

Interviewed the K-I-2 teacher discussing
alternative ways that the special education
tern could support her to educate Thomas.

class.

Worked with Sped theacher with
organizing her schedule so that she freed
up time to meet regularly with the MS
team. This would also enable her to
support the teacher when Peter was in

The science teacher talked to Peter not
about him. When he made a mistake
handing out materials she talked to Peter
not the support person.

Also gave the
teacher and the
assistant material
related to the BCC
sequence and State
Department
Workshops.

Next year the team is going to complete
assessments and develop protocol for
Thomas's OT, PT, Communication, and
vision needs in September .Then in
October designate a liaison to work with
the teacher.

Team expressed an interest in having the
Sped teacher be pan of the core discussion
2x /month to discuss changes, Peter's
status and curriculum planning

11.1

9

17.5 hours

31 hours

MN 1E11

15

11111

Middle school team involved Peter in a
number of class routines such as checking
completed work, handing out and
collecting assignments, being the flag
holder during the MS Olympics, and
playing squishball with the help of a
classmate. The MS team formally
complained to the principal about the fact
that Peter missed so many classes. There
was an increase in communicatio between
the TA and the team. the team still sees
the need to have a trained assistant with
Peter due to his seizure activity(lx2X/month)

111111

Time

1111

Visits

01111

Outcome

11111

Gave the Sped
Teacher the CMIS
module to assist
with organization.

;;at with TA in
science, social
studies, and
language ads
discussing how
Peter could
participate
invarious activities

Gave assistant
Middle school
inclusion article
and "Widenirig the
Stream" Article.

Met with the MS block team with the
special ed teacher to describe what Peter's
abilities are; described examples about
how he participated in classes.last year,
and how he could participate in routine
class activities this year.

Professional
Presiousness. The
TA is a trained
nurse. She focused
on Peter's seizures,
his PT needs,

Peter

IES Su

11111

Modeling

4111

Broker

11116

Teaching

111111

3arrier

Val ME

Student

11111

